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abstract

ARCH is a C++-based library for asynchronous and loosely synchronous system programming. The current version offers a set of programming constructs that are outlined below:

- **Threads.** The construct is presented as a class from which the user can derive his own classes. The class encapsulates a small set of status variables and offers a set of functions for declaration, initialization, scheduling, priority setting, yielding and stopping.

- **Processes.** A process is a more regular and structured programming construct whose scheduling and termination obey additional synchronization rules. Together with the synchronous point-to-point communication system offered in the library (see below), processes favor a parallel programming style similar to OCCAM’s (actually, an extension of it that removes most static features and allows processes to share data). The semantics of this model is well understood and will undoubtedly facilitate the development of correct large asynchronous code. The library has been designed so that the C++ compiler is able to check the static semantics of programs (complete type checking, send-receive correct matching, ...).

*Also a Professor of Computer Science at Université Claude-Bernard, Lyon, France.
• **Synchronous communication.** Threads and processes synchronize and communicate via communication channels. There are four types of communication channels for local or remote synchronization or synchronous point-to-point communication. Inter-processor channels are essentially tools for building virtual topologies. The channel classes offer functions to send to or receive from a channel and get the size of the latest received message. More specialized synchronization-communication tools can be derived from channels.

• **Global data and pointers.** Beside threads, the library offers basic tools for developing distributed data abstractions. Global data are data that can be defined at given locations in the distributed memory but are visible from all processors. Global pointers are a generalization of C++ pointers that allow for addressing global data at any place over the distributed memory. As usual pointers, global pointers are subjected to arithmetic and logic manipulations (incrementation, dereferencing, indexing, comparison...). The library provides basic operators for global data and pointer definition.

• **Global read/write functions.** Global pointer expressions provide global references over the distributed memory that can subsequently be used as arguments to global read/write functions. These functions allow the processors to get access to all global data regardless of their locations over the distributed memory. In their most complete form, the read/write functions operate as remote procedure calls. At the programmer’s level, global read/write functions appear as ”one-sided”: a read/write operation is executed on the processor that needs to read/write global data but need not be explicitly handled by the processor associated to the memory holding the data.

• **Spread and remote Arrays.** Two basic distributed data structures have been built in the library. Spread arrays are arrays that have some of their dimensions spread over the distributed memory according to a given policy. Remote arrays are arrays that are defined at a given place in the distributed memory but can be accessed from any other. The spread and remote array classes (SpreadArray and RemoteArray) provide functions for global reference calculation. Global references can subsequently be used as arguments to global read/write functions. One can specialize global pointers to operate on spread or remote arrays. The global pointer class (Star class) offers distinct arithmetic and logic operator sets for unassigned, spread and remote global pointers.

The library encourages parallel code writing in a style that relies on the object-oriented approach: first, build the abstractions that the application at hand relies on; next, make an efficient implementation of the abstractions; and finally, develop the application on top of them. The abstractions can be distributed data types derived from those built in the library (spread and remote arrays: see code of the segmentation algorithm provided with the library) or new distributed types built in the same way or types reused from other applications. This approach should favor parallel code production with many desirable properties such as efficiency, portability, reusability, ... .
The library uses MPI as a communication interface. The current implementation runs on the IBM-SP2. Two versions of the library have currently been released. The first one is based on the IBM C++ compiler and MPI library. The second one makes use of the GNU g++ compiler and the MPICH public domain version of MPI. Porting the latter to any parallel machine supporting these two software systems should be straightforward.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Parallel code writing

Several types of tools can be used to write parallel codes. One can use a pre-defined language: this is the right thing to do when the requirements of the application at hand fit into the programming model the language relies on. For instance, HPF-fortran[18] can be used to produce efficient codes for algorithms processing highly regular arrays but is not well suited to algorithms processing irregular data structures or capable of producing irregular data structures dynamically. LPARX[5] proposes to extend the validity of the model to algorithms processing irregularly spread arrays and offers tools that partially solve the problem of dynamic load-balancing. Split-C[10, 11] is well suited to coding uni-threaded algorithms but fails to be convenient when it comes to deal with systems presenting complex asynchronous behaviors. OCCAM[19] exactly fits the needs of systems with complex asynchronous behaviors but the language is too closely related to a processor architecture (Transputers).

As an alternative to using fixed languages, I suggest a pragmatic approach that relies on the use of a library offering basic tools for writing asynchronous and loosely synchronous programs. These two classes are large enough to cover most interesting algorithms that do not have special requirements as time constraints for example.

The library should also meet the following requirements:

1. Portability.

The library should allow one to write portable programs. This means that the library is itself easily portable and that, once the library is ported to a platform, the codes written there can readily be compiled and run on any other.

2. Scalability.

We mean here scalability at the software level. this means that programs are able to run on machines of any size (any number of processors), so the user can find out the right size to execute on. The complete notion of scalability, meaning scalability at the performance level, is a much more difficult issue. It is just impossible or limited for some algorithms. For others, assuming very simplistic models of parallel machines, results show [4] that the notion is only asymptotically meaningful and of no practical use for machines of today.

3. Extensibility.
The library should allow the programmer to complement the existing constructs with new programming abstractions that fit closely the needs of the application at hand. In this view, code writing can be seen as an application-centered process which consists first in developing the appropriate abstractions (distributed data types) the application relies on and next in writing the application code.

4. Reusability.

The programming constructs, as well as the general framework, should enable the production of reusable components as much as possible. This is a key issue. Writing parallel programs often turns out to be a difficult task. It would undoubtedly save much time if standard components could be reused.

5. Code checking.

The programming constructs should be built so the compiler is able to check their static semantics as much as possible. This should be fully compatible with the extensibility requirement and apply not only to the library code but to the user code as well.

1.2 Identifying the programming constructs

I propose to perform this work on a segmentation algorithm by region growing that presents both asynchronous and loosely synchronous behavior, hence enough variety to serve our purpose. Although the algorithm is borrowed from a specific application domain, the materials drawn from the discussion below in fact only relies on the asynchronous or loosely synchronous nature of processes involved. They consequently apply to any other application domain. The algorithm consists of three phases described below.

1.2.1 Segmentation algorithm by region growing

1. First phase:
   - input: array of pixels,
   - output: set of quadtrees whose leaves are homogeneous regions.

2. Second phase:
   - input: set of quadtrees,
   - output: connectivity graph G.
G is a graph whose vertices are homogeneous regions such that region i is connected to region j if and only if i and j are neighbors and the new (possibly non-square) region formed from the union of i and j satisfies the homogeneity criterion.

3. Third phase:
   - input: connectivity graph G,
   - output: reduced connectivity graph Gr.

Each step of the reduction process applies the following procedure:
   - edge(i, j) is assigned a weight wij that measures the homogeneity property of the region formed by the union of i and j.
   - each vertex selects the edge with the smallest weight. In case of ambiguity, the edge corresponding to the smallest connected vertex is selected.
   - when a pair of vertices selects the same edge, the one with the smaller identifier absorbs the other and the weight on the new edges are re-computed accordingly.

1.2.2 Parallelizing the first phase

We start by conveniently arranging the set of processors into a grid and by dividing the image space into square tiles so that many tiles are mapped onto each processor and all the processors get the same number of tiles. In the first phase, the processors build the same number of quadtrees (one quadtree per image tile) independently from one another. The computing load is the same everywhere since for each image tile each processor needs to reach all pixels to form the seed homogeneous square regions.

1.2.3 Parallelizing the second phase

The first phase is expected to produce a set of quadtree pages whose leaves are the seeds from which the regions will grow. The regions can irregularly be spread over the image space, so some quadtrees can have many leaves and other a very small number. The variation of the quadtree page size may be large, as the number of leaves in a tree varies exponentially as a function of the height. Consequently, at the end of the first phase, the load can be very irregularly spread over the processors. Let us make the following observations:

1. We will need to balance the load in the second phase so no processor is kept idle while others are swamped.

2. In the process of edge building, a processor will sometimes need to read quadtree pages located on another processor (neighboring quadtree pages).
3. Each node is expected to interleave several activities: computing the edges for the leaves of a given quadtree page, reading the required neighboring pages and waiting for their completion, addressing load-balancing requests (whenever load is balanced dynamically), and replying to neighboring page requests, replying to load balancing requests.

**Load balancing issues** There are two possible options, static and dynamic load balancing. With the first scheme, the image is first pre-analyzed. This is generally performed in interaction with the user and leads to a spreading decision that consists in some irregular placement of the tiles over the nodes. Dynamic load balancing solves the problem on the fly.

Static load balancing has several weaknesses: the processing time can be large, especially if reaching the spreading decision needs user participation. The load balancing problem is not really solved but just moved from time to space. The scheme is no longer applicable to algorithms producing unbalanced data dynamically that need to be balanced. For instance, the graph reduction problem in the third phase belongs to that category.

Dynamic load-balancing provides a much more satisfactory solution but needs more sophisticated software support. Dynamic load balancing also provides an automatic solution to static load balancing in the sense that the place where the load is processed is the very place to which it could have been assigned by a static scheme. As far as efficiency is concerned, dynamic load balancing will undoubtedly do better than any static scheme requiring user participation. Finally, dynamic load balancing is the only possible solution to deal with algorithms that produce unbalanced data dynamically.

**Global data** Either in the load balancing procedure or in the procedure that computes the edges, any node needs to get access to tiles located on other nodes. Things would be much simpler if the tiles could be accessed symbolically as items of some global structure over the nodes and transparently (that means without any explicit participation of the node holding it (i.e. at the programmer level)).

**Interleaved activities issues** There are two possible options. The first one consists in making use of a threading system. In this case it will be quite easy to design the program code as a system of concurrent processes that communicate and synchronize as shown in Fig. 1. The second option is to proceed sequentially. This is possible at the expense of expanding the asynchronous behavior of the nodes as a large system of guarded commands. The approach requires the user to carry out a complete analysis of all combinations of events for which some action is to be performed and then writing down the system of guarded commands. This is boring, time consuming, error prone and does not favor producing reusable components. By contrast, writing a system of concurrent processes is much simpler and reusable. For instance, the load balancing server in Figure 1 can be written once and for all, encapsulated and reused with other algorithms requiring the same load balancing scheme.
Figure 1: A set of concurrent processes
1.2.4 Parallelizing the third phase

The second phase produces a linked list of square regions on each node (vertices of the region connectivity graph) each identified by a global rank. Each vertex points to a local array of edges, each identified by the global rank of the region at the other end. The first step in the third phase consists in linking all pairs of corresponding edges (i.e. \((i,j)\) on node \(k\) and \((j,i)\) on node \(l\)), via a global array spread over the nodes. Since vertex ranks are global information, each entry of the global array is known in any node as long as each node knows how spreading the array was performed. In the next step, the graph reduction loop is started in which the vertices communicate by (remotely) reading and writing information in the global array. The operations performed in each reduction step are as follows:

- For each vertex \((i)\), the entries of the local edge array are examined, a vertex \((i,j)\) is selected and a mark is placed in the (remote) global array slot \((i,j)\).
- A barrier synchronization is executed to ensure that writing all the marks out is complete before the nodes start reading them again.
- Each vertex \((i)\) that selected edge \((i,j)\) read slot \((i,j)\) of the global array to know whether vertex \(j\) made a matching choice.
- The algorithm checks for termination that occurs when no matching was found out in the previous step. (this is performed by using a global reduction operation.)
- If termination did not occur, each vertex knows whether it is ‘involved or not’ in a match and whether it is an ‘absorbing’ or ‘absorbed’ vertex in the positive case.
- Vertex reduction is performed on each node: For each absorbing vertex, the corresponding absorbed one is read, edge arrays are merged, and data are updated both in the vertex records, the edge records and the spread array. This operations make use of global pointers stored in the spread array.
- In each reduction step, the set of vertices is checked for approximate uniform repartition. This is done by computing a dispersion index via global reduction performed over the processors. If the index gets greater than a given threshold, load balancing is executed and some vertices get transferred from the overloaded nodes to under-loaded ones.

Let us make the following observations:

1. The algorithm above outlined typically is a loosely synchronous algorithm. The steps constantly apply the following pattern: computation \(\rightarrow\) remote read/write operations in a volley \(\rightarrow\) barrier synchronization \(\rightarrow\) computation ...
2. Here again we need a global data structure spread in some way over the nodes and one-sided operations capable of reading from and writing to this data structure.

3. The load-balancing scheme applied in this phase is quite different from the one that was applied in the second phase. Requests in the latter are individually triggered by the nodes discovering they are going to get starve and there is a mechanism distributed over the nodes for the load searching process to be carried out. In the former, load-balancing is decided at the global level by examining all local situations. Performing load-balancing is not interleaved on the nodes with any other activity (because that does not make any sense). Finally, as non-uniform spreading of vertices is dynamically generated, load balancing cannot be performed statically.

4. The load-balancing algorithm also performs loosely synchronously (see details in the source code provided with the library). The code shows how convenient it is for a node to get access, symbolically and transparently (one-sided access), to the global data defined on other nodes. These data are not spread over the nodes but just accessed remotely, from nodes to others.

1.2.5 What have we learned?

It comes out from the above discussion that a library for asynchronous and loosely synchronous system programming should provide: Threads, programming constructs for threads to communicate and synchronize, spread data structures, remote data structures, programming constructs for symbolic and transparent access to spread and remote data. We require additionally that the threads and synchronization constructs be both parts of a coherent and well understood model of parallel-system programming. This is roughly what the ARCH library offers.

1.3 Outlining the ARCH library

1.3.1 Asynchronous system programming

Threads and processes The thread construct is presented as a class from which the user can derive his own classes. A thread encapsulates a set of data: stack space, stack size, stack pointer, entry-point pointer, and priority level and two booleans indicating whether floating point registers need to be saved or not on context switching and defining what the current status of the thread is (virgin or already been run). The Thread class offers a small set of functions for: thread declaration, initialization, scheduling, priority setting, yielding and stopping.

Threads are rather primitive constructs. The library offers a more structured but also more constrained programming construct encapsulated in the Process class. A process is a thread whose activation and end are both handled by a special function: par. par synchronizes both activation and end of process sets. Used in conjunction with the synchronous message passing primitives outlined below, processes allow parallel code writing in the OCCAM programming style.
Synchronous message passing  Synchronous message passing relies on the use of special data structures called channels. These data structures are encapsulated in four generic classes:

- class ChanL;
- template<class T> class ChanD;
- class ChanR;
- template<class T> class ChanRD;

that are respectively devoted to: local pure synchronization, local synchronous communication, remote pure synchronization, remote synchronous communication. The ChanR and ChanRD channels actually are tools for building virtual communication networks over the processor set.

Send and receive functions are supplied in each class for synchronization or synchronous message passing. In addition to the receive function, the library supplies a function for receiving non deterministically on sets of channels.

Global data  These data are defined at the places where their declaration as global data occurs and are accessible from any processor. According to the way it is declared, a global data can be accessed either directly or via the execution of a remote procedure that computes its address at the remote location. Communication channels implicitly are global data, declaring a channel is implicitly considered as declaring it as a global data.

Remote read/write functions  These functions are generic functions that can be called on a node to get access to a data defined as global. According to the arguments that are passed to it the function can get access to the remote data directly or via the execution of a remote procedure. According to the arguments, the completion of a remote read/write function is monitored either explicitly by the user or implicitly by the local scheduler.

Spread arrays and spread pointers  A spread array is a multidimensional array that has some of its dimensions distributed over the set of nodes. A spread array is defined by the type of data items it contains and the list of its spread and internal dimensions. A spread array is wrapped around the node memory set. Spread arrays are instances of a generic SpreadArray< Type > class that offers a set of functions: construction, destruction, indexing, status checking. Spread arrays implicitly are global data. Declaring a spread array is considered as implicitly declaring the data items it is composed of as global.

One can get access to spread array data directly via the spread array name or via spread pointers. Spread pointers are generalization of C pointers that can address data everywhere on the parallel machine. The library supplies a generic class with functions for spread pointer manipulation: construction, incrementation \((+, -, ++, -, +=, -=)\), indexing, dereferencing, spread-pointer
based predicate evaluation, access to object members. Global read/write functions can be applied to spread arrays in the same way as that we described earlier (see ‘Remote read/write functions’ above).

**Remote arrays and remote pointers** A remote array is a multidimensional array that has been declared on some node but can be remotely accessed from any node. A remote array is defined by the type of data items it contains and the list of its dimensions. Remote arrays implicitly are global data, declaring a remote array is considered as implicitly declaring as global the data it is composed of. Spread arrays are instances of a generic RemoteArray< Type > class that offers a set of functions for: construction, destruction, indexing, status checking.

The library supplies remote pointers that can be used for accessing remote array or global data. The difference between remote and spread arrays lies into the arithmetic of incrementation functions, indexing and predicate evaluation, which is the usual one. Global read/write functions can be applied to remote arrays in the same way as to spread arrays.

### 1.3.2 Loosely synchronous system programming

The library offers the same programming constructs as those described earlier: point-to-point message passing, spread/remote arrays, spread/remote pointers, remote read/write functions. The difference lies into the following: loosely synchronous system are uni-threaded systems and the user is expected to handle on his own the completion of the communication functions. The library offers tools that makes it possible to do it in a standard way.

Of course it can be argued that loosely synchronous systems are special instances of asynchronous ones. Specialized tools were developed for them essentially for efficiency reasons.

### 1.3.3 Compatibility with MPI

The library is built upon MPI. All MPI functions can therefore be used in codes written with the library, specially all functions performing collective operations (barrier, broadcasting, gathering, scattering, reducing,...) that are essential to loosely synchronous systems. Some examples can be found in the source code of the region growing algorithm (third phase).

### 1.4 How to avoid reading this documentation

I suggest you first read the introduction, next you look at the program samples: they cover most useful programming constructs. Then, you use the index to go to the details.
2 Threads and processes

2.1 Threads

A thread may be a user thread or a special pre-defined one denoted as `main_thread`. Threads are all instances of the `Thread_base` class which provides the minimal data structure assigned to all threads namely: the current value of the stack pointer, and a boolean indicating whether floating point registers need to be saved or not on context switching and another boolean defining what the current status of the thread is (virgin or already been run). `Thread_base` additionally provides an internal basic procedure that performs context switching. In the current implementation this function comes from the `NewThreads` package. It has been setup to run on RS/6000 systems but could be run as well on many other computer architectures which makes the ARCH library readily portable on any multiprocessor of the market place. The procedure has been modified at several places to suit the needs of the ARCH library (see the `A_cswitch.cc` file where all modification have been marked). `Thread_base` has two derived classes: `Main_thread` (pre-defined ARCH thread) and `Thread` (for user in thread derivation).

The context switching procedure maintains the built-in pointer `current_thread_ptr` that permanently holds the pointer to the thread that currently run the cpu.

2.1.1 Main_thread class

This class is a pre-defined one intended to be instantiated only once. It essentially provides two functions:

- `Main_thread::start_keep_up_and_terminate()` and
- `Main_thread::exit()`

The `start_keep_up_and_terminate()` function is executed by the C++ main function to start the scheduling machinery. It is next handled as a special thread:`main_thread`, that is run each time there is no user thread in the scheduling queues. This occurs on the nodes when the local processes need an external event to occur (communication completion) to resume execution. `main_thread` is then kept polling until one of the queues become non empty. There are two scheduling queues one for low the other for high priority threads. `main_thread` only polls and keeps the scheduling machinery up. It does not need any particular additional data to perform as it makes use of the main stack (the stack implicitly associated with the C++ program that started it).

The `Main_thread::exit()` function is intended to cause the scheduling machinery termination. It is silently executed at the end the root thread (starting thread of a user program) to cause a return to the main function.
Neither `Main_thread::start_keep_up_and_terminate()` nor `Main_thread::exit()` needs to be explicitly handled by the final user as long as he uses the standard programming framework defined in the `A.environment` file. This file contains a macro that defines the pre-defined `main()` function. The macro is parametrized by the class the root user process belongs to and the C standard arguments `argc` and `argv`. The root class must be derived from the pre-defined `Process` class (described later on). The pre-defined `main()` function allocates all the data structures needed for the programming system to work (scheduler data, etc.), instantiates the user root-process from the parameters provided to the macro, schedules this process (which is intended to spawn subsequently), and executes the `start_keep_up_and_terminate()` function. Completion of the user root-process will cause the automatic execution of the `Main_thread::exit()` function. In turn, that will cause switching to the `start_keep_up_and_terminate` thread (i.e. `main_thread`) with a special status that will finally make the thread return from the main function, causing the node termination.

**Example**  This is the main program of the region growing algorithm outlined in the introduction. The user should always follow the order things are written below (one should also take a look at the `A.environment` file to see how this actually is expanded):

```c
/*
 ** inclusion of the A.environment file (brings down all the library stuff)
*/
#include "A.environment"

/*
 ** user's root process definition
*/
class RGrowing_proc: public Process{

    public:
        RGrowing_proc()
            : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&RGrowing_proc::main_procedure){}

            void main_procedure();
};

/*
 ** main function defined in the environment file is expanded here
*/
```
MAIN(RGrowing_proc, argc, argv)

/*
** rest of user program begins here
*/

#include <math.h>

inline
void preempt(){
    error(1);
}

extern void read_image();
extern void write_result();

#include "mpi-lib.C"

#include "const.def"
#include "loc-class-dec"

//global declarations for the region-growing algorithm

Vertex_rcd *vertex_list_ptr = 0;
int vertex_local_nb = 0;

Vertex_rcd *absorbing_vertex_ptr_first = 0;
Vertex_rcd *absorbing_vertex_ptr_last = 0;

Vertex_rcd *absorbed_vertex_ptr = 0;

Vertex_rcd *dead_vertex_ptr = 0;

RW_count *rw_c;

ChanRD_c<Load_offered> *chan_c;

// end of global declarations
#include "all.h"

SpreadImage< char, C_VPS, C_HPS, C_VIS, C_HIS, C_IBS> *image;
SpreadQuadtree< C_VPS, C_HPS, C_VIS, C_HIS, C_IBS> *quadtree;
SpreadLinkArray< C_VPS, C_HPS> *link_array;

#include "split.C"
#include "tree_to_graph.C"
#include "merge.C"

/*
 ** root procedure
 */

void RGrowing_proc::main_procedure(){
    rw_c = new RW_count;
    image = new SpreadImage< char, C_VPS, C_HPS, C_VIS, C_HIS, C_IBS>(1);
    read_image();
    quadtree = new SpreadQuadtree< C_VPS, C_HPS, C_VIS, C_HIS, C_IBS>(2);
    barrier();

    //split phase
    split();
    barrier();
    delete image;

    //from tree-to-graph: changing the data representation
    from_tree_to_graph();
    barrier();
    delete quadtree;
int size = compute_link_array_size();
link_array = new SpreadLinkArray<C_VPS, C_HPS>(3, size);
barrier();

set_up_global_links();

//merge phase
merge();
barrier();
delete link_array;
write_result();
}

2.1.2 Thread Class

The Thread class is the base class for all user-defined threads. Threads need additional data to execute in relation to their execution stack and their entry-point, namely: stack space, stack size, stack pointer, entry-point pointer and priority level (0: high and 1: low). As opposed to tasks provided by the standard C++ library, a thread is not the class constructor. A thread can be any function in a class derived from Thread_base. This allows separating thread creation from thread initialization and execution. This also brings in more flexibility as different Thread objects can be created from the same class with different entry points and the Thread class can be derived more than once. The functions offered are described below.

Constructor

Thread::Thread(void (Thread::*entry_point)(),
    int stack_size=PROC_STACK_SIZE,
    int usesFP=0);

This function essentially performs: stack allocation, stack size storage, entry point storage and from-sons-to-father linking (see father_ptr below). entry point is a pointer to any member function of the root class (see example above) with type Tmfl0_ptr with:

typedef void (Thread::*Tmfl0_ptr)();

stack_size is the automatic value or any value provided by the user. The PROC_STACK_SIZE value can also be changed by updating the A.setconfig file and recompiling the library. A thread
is implicitly considered as a non floating point user, unless the user decides otherwise by explicitly executing the constructor with usesFP=1. A Thread holds a built-in pointer father_ptr for any son thread/process to access the data in the father space.

**Destructor**

Thread:: Thread();
just deletes the stack space.

**Initialization**

void Thread::setup(int priority=1);

sets the thread priority up and initializes the stack pointer value. Priority is set to low unless the user decides otherwise.

**Priority level updating**

void Thread::setpri(int priority=1);

sets priority of the thread the function is executed for. Priority is set to low unless the user decides otherwise. There are two priority levels low (0) and high (1).

**Thread scheduling**

void Thread::schedule();

appends the pointer to the thread it is executed for to one the scheduling queue depending on the thread priority. There two scheduling queues each attached to a priority level.

void Thread::schedule(int size, Thread **proc_table),

appends the thread pointers in proc_table to the scheduling queue. The number of appended pointers is size starting from rank 0 in proc_table.

**Thread yielding**

void Thread::reschedule();

This is for cooperative multi-tasking. We assumed no hardware mechanism a priori is available to force fair cpu sharing. This is left to the user who is expected, by using this function, to tune
the right size of tasks that are to be interleaved by the scheduler (task here means a piece of thread code).

reschedule() stops executing the thread holding the cpu and appends it to one of the scheduling queue (0 or 1) depending on the current thread priority level.

Thread stopping

void Thread::stop();

Stops the currently running thread and causes switching to the first one available in the scheduling lists or to main_thread when the scheduling lists happens to be empty. As it is appended to no scheduling queue the stopped thread won’t be resumed, unless voluntarily.

2.2 Process class

As Compared to threads, processes are higher level but also more constrained programming constructs. Processes can be seen as restricted threads, hence the private derivation from the Thread to Process class. A process is a thread whose both activation and end are handled by a special par function. The par function synchronizes both activation and end of process sets. Used in conjunction with the communication-synchronization primitives described in section 3, processes allows writing parallel code in the OCCAM programming style (without some of its restrictions and the full power of C++ around). The Process class supplies the functions listed below.

Constructor

Process::Process(void (Thread::*entry_point)(),
    int stack_size=PROC_STACK_SIZE,
    int usesFP=0);

The entry_point argument has type Pmf0_ptr with:

typedef void (Process::*Pmf0_ptr)();

Destructor

Process:: Process();

Initialization

void Process::setup(int priority=1);
Priority level updating

void Process::setpri(int priority=1);

Process yielding

void Process::reschedule();

Parallel process execution

void Process::par(int size, Process **proc_table, int *priority);

This function schedules for execution the set of sub-processes pointed to in proc_table. The function completes only when all the sub-processes are completed.

The priority argument is meant to be a pointer to an array of priority numbers. priority[i] (0 or 1) sets the priority of process pointed to by proc_table[i].

Example 1  Here is a procedure borrowed from the image segmentation algorithm that was outlined in the introduction. Given a quadtree, the procedure performs several tasks asynchronously on each node: leaf-to-connected-leaf linking, neighbor fetching over the set of local memories and load-balancing. It could, of course, be written as a sequential code at the expense of writing a large guarded command requiring a detailed analysis of all events and combination of events that need some action to be performed. As already mentioned in the introduction, using asynchronous processes not only makes the algorithm design and code writing much easier (see 1) but also favor the writing of reusable code. This is difficult to achieve with guarded commands in which the code strongly depends on the specificity of the system at hand. The code below uses ARCH point-to-point communication that is described in section 3.

void make_vertex_rcd_list(int local_max_nb_of_leaves){

    //local_max_nb_of_leaves: leaf max-nb per block over set of local blocks
    //global_max_nb_of_leaves: leaf max-nb per block over set of all spread blocks

    int global_max_nb_of_leaves;
    allreduce_max(&local_max_nb_of_leaves, &global_max_nb_of_leaves);

    //creating buffers and working areas

    Quadtree_rcd *qt_rcd_buff_ptr[5];
    for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++)
        qt_rcd_buff_ptr[i] = new Quadtree_rcd;
Qt_heap_rcd *qt_heap_buff_ptr[5];
for(i = 0; i < 5; i++)
    qt_heap_buff_ptr[i] =
       new Qt_heap_rcd[(7*global_max_nb_of_leaves*global_max_nb_of_leaves - 1)/3];
//see comment in split() function that explains the size used above

Quadtree_rcd *qt_ptr[5];

Neighbor_heap *neighbor_heap_ptr = new Neighbor_heap(global_max_nb_of_leaves);

Edge_heap *edge_heap_ptr = new Edge_heap(global_max_nb_of_leaves);

Load current_load(self_address, 0, 0, (C_VIS/C_ibs)/C_VPS - 1,
    (C_HIS/C_ibs)/C_HPS - 1);
Task current_task;

current_load.next_task(&current_task);
    //can’t have empty load the first time next_task is
    //executed. Do not need to check the boolean value
    //returned by the function

//creating communication and synchronization channels

ChanL *read_req[4];
ChanL *exit[4];
ChanL *done[4];
for(i = 0; i < 4; i++){
    read_req[i] = new ChanL;
    exit[i] = new ChanL;
    done[i] = new ChanL;
}

ChanL *starving = new ChanL;

ChanL *new_load_available = new ChanL;

ChanL *no_load_available = new ChanL;
ChanRD<int> *load_request = new ChanRD<int>(4, (self_address + 1)%PROC_NB);

ChanRD<Load> **load_supply = new ChanRD<Load> *[PROC_NB - 1];
for(i = 1; i < PROC_NB; i++)
    load_supply[i - 1] = new ChanRD<Load>(i+4, (self_address + i)%PROC_NB);
    //i-1 is the nb of processors between source and target

ChanR *over = new ChanR(PROC_NB+4, (self_address + 1)%PROC_NB);

barrier();

//creating the processes
Process *proc_table[6];

proc_table[0] =
new Compute_proc( &qt_ptr[0], qt_rcd_buff_ptr[4], qt_heap_buff_ptr[4],
&current_task,&current_load, neighbor_heap_ptr,
edge_heap_ptr, &read_req[0], &done[0], &exit[0],
starving, new_load_available, no_load_available);

for(i = 1; i < 5; i++)
    proc_table[i] =
new Read_proc( i-1, &qt_ptr[i-1], qt_rcd_buff_ptr[i-1],
qt_heap_buff_ptr[i-1], &current_task,
read_req[i-1], done[i-1], exit[i-1]);

proc_table[5] =
new Load_balancing_proc( &current_load, &current_task, starving,
    new_load_available, no_load_available, load_request, &load_supply[0]);

//start processing
int pri[6] = {1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0};
root_proc->par(6, proc_table, pri);

//end processing

if(!self_address)
    //processor 0 plays a special role
    end_monitoring_0(load_request, over);
else
    end_monitoring_i(load_request, over);

    //deleting all stuff used in this function
    for(i = 5; i > -1; i--)
        delete proc_table[i];
    delete over;
    for(i = PROC_NB - 1; i > 0; i--)
        delete load_supply[i];
    delete []load_supply;
    delete load_request;
    delete no_load_available;
    delete new_load_available;
    delete starving;
    for(i = 3; i > -1; i--){
        delete done[i];
        delete exit[i];
        delete read_req[i];
    }
    delete edge_heap_ptr;
    delete neighbor_heap_ptr;
    for(i = 4; i > -1; i++)
        delete qt_heap_buff_ptr[i];
    for(i = 4; i > -1; i++)
        delete qt_rcd_buff_ptr[i];
}

Example 2  This is intended to give one the flavor of how a process is defined. Again, the
example comes from the segmentation algorithm code. Read_proc is instantiated four times in
the code given above.

class Read_proc: public Process{

    int pid;
    int keep_running;
    Quadtree_rcd **qt.ptr;
    Quadtree_rcd *qt_rcd_buff_ptr;
    Qt_heap_rcd *qt_heap_buff_ptr;
Task *current_task;
ChanL *read_req;
ChanL *done;
ChanL *exit;

public:

Read_proc(int id,
    Quadtree_rcd **qt_rcd_ptr, Quadtree_rcd *qt_rcd_ptr,
    Qt_heap_rcd *qt_heap_ptr, Task *task,
    ChanL *r, ChanL *d, ChanL *e )
: Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Read_proc::body)
{
    pid = id;
    keep_running = 1;
    qt_ptr = qt_rcd_ptr2;
    qt_rcd_buff_ptr = qt_rcd_ptr;
    qt_heap_buff_ptr = qt_heap_ptr;
    current_task = task;
    read_req = r;
    done = d;
    exit = e;
}

void body();

void read_branch(int, void *);

void exit_branch();

2.3 Scheduler data

All the scheduling functions above perform on two data structure Sched_data[0] and Sched_data[1] that are created when the MAIN() macro is executed (see A.environment file). The size of each scheduling queue has a default value: SCHED_QUEUE_SIZE, set in the A.setconfig file. The user can change each size dynamically in the A.environment file by giving arguments to the Sched_data() constructors there or statically by changing the value in A.setconfig. the signature of the Sched_data constructor is:
Sched\_data(int queue\_sz=SCHED\_QUEUE\_SIZE);
3 Threads/processes synchronization and communication

In the previous section we described a class system relating to thread and process creation, scheduling, and termination. The current section is devoted to describing additional classes and functions we need for threads and processes to synchronize and communicate. Thread/process synchronization and communication is performed by executing matching pairs of send-receive functions that are applied to common channels. Channels are similar to OCCAM’s, although their application has been extended here to support both intra- and inter-process communication. Communication is point-to-point and synchronous. The length of messages sent across a channel can vary within limits: 1 and a bound set at channel declaration time. The channels and the send and recv functions are defined in such a way that the C++ compiler is able to check type consistency. Point-to-point communication is ensured by atomic execution of Synchronization-communication functions. Non-matching pairs of send-send or recv-receive statements are detected dynamically.

3.1 Synchronization-communication channels

There are four possible channel classes deriving from one another according to Figure 2.

3.1.1 Chans class

This class corresponds to the minimal data structure shared by both local and remote synchronization/communication functions. It is not intended for direct instantiation (the class does not supply any function).

3.1.2 Local channels

Chan class

Channels of this class can only be used for local, pure, point-to-point synchronization. Chan is derived from Chans by public derivation.

Constructor

Chan();

Declaration form

Chan name;

Creates a new channel with name name and type Chan.
Synchronization functions

The class offers a pair of send-recv functions that can only be used for pure synchronization purposes:

```cpp
void ChanL::send();
void ChanL::recv();
```

The first process in a pair that executes send/recv on a `chanL` gets descheduled. It is resumed by the other process executing the matching send/recv function that just pursues executing.

ChanLD class
This class allows both local point-to-point synchronization and message passing from sender to receiver (running on the same processor).

**Constructor**

```cpp
template<class T>
ChanLD::ChanLD(int max_data_length = 1);
```

**Declaration forms**

```cpp
ChanLD<type> name (length);
ChanLD<type> name;
```

Both declarations create a local channel for synchronous message passing with name `name` and type `ChanLD < type >`. If present, the argument indicates the maximum length of T-typed items this channel can carry. Default is 1.

**Communication/synchronization functions**

```cpp
template<class T>
void ChanLD::send(T *from_ptr, int l = 1);

template<class T>
void ChanLD::recv(T *to_ptr);
```

The first function sends messages via the channel it is attached to. `from ptr` is the message source. `l` is the number of T-typed items the sent message can carry. The `l` value is checked against the maximum data length value attached to the channel.

The second function performs receptions through the channel it is attached to. The `to_ptr` parameter is the message destination. One can know about the length of the last received message by executing the `get_data_size()` function below.

The first process in a pair that executes send/recv on a `chanLD` gets descheduled. It is resumed by the other process executing the matching send/recv function. The message from send to recv is passed before the first process is resumed and the second pursues executing.

```cpp
template<class T>
int ChanLD::get_data_size();
```

This function returns the number of T-typed items composing the latest received message.
3.1.3 Remote channels

The remote communication channels are tools for building virtual communication networks over the processor set. One should not think of these channels as for building communication links between individual pairs of processors but virtual communication networks.

For instance, take the image segmentation algorithm. The load balancing procedure executing in its second phase (tree-to-graph transformation) needs a ring for sending and transmitting requests on, and a complete graph for sending information about load assignment. These two communication structures can be defined as shown in the following example.

**Example**

1. ChanRD<int> *load_request =
   new ChanRD<int>(4, (self_address + 1)%PROC_NB);

2. ChanRD<Load> **load_supply =
   new ChanRD<Load> *[PROC_NB - 1];
   for(i = 1; i < PROC_NB; i++)
     load_supply[i - 1] =
     new ChanRD<Load>(i+4, (self_address + i)%PROC_NB);

In the first example, the *new* function is executed on each node. a new remote channel is then created on node n that declares node (n+1)%PROC_NB as its target (PROC_NB is the total number the parallel program is run on and self_address stands for the rank of the local processor). This actually amounts to a ring construction.

In the second example, a table of (PROC_NB-1) remote channels pointers is created on each node. Then a new remote channel is created for each table slot. for i in the range [1, PROC_NB], remote channel (i-1) on node n declares node (n+i)%PROC_NB as its target. This actually amounts to building a communication network that is a complete graph over the set of nodes.

Both examples relate to constructing regular structures. What about irregular ones. Given some irregular structure, one possible solution consists of building the smallest regular one that contains it. Another is to deal with irregularity by using C++ conditional statements.

**ChanR class**

Using a *ChanR* channel makes it possible to synchronize processes running on separate processors.
Constructor

ChanR(int tag, int remote_proc);

Declaration forms

ChanR name (tag, proc_nb);

This declares a channel with name name and type ChanR. A ChanR channel is considered as attached to a Global-typed data (see section 4), so it is given a tag. tag is a strictly positive integer. The second argument is an integer identifying the target processor. The virtual communication network generated by a ChanR corresponds to a directed graph whose any pair of nodes is connected by only one edge at most.

Synchronization functions

template<class T>
void ChanR::send();

template<class T>
void ChanR::recv();

The first function sends synchronization signals via the channel it is attached to. The second performs reception of such signals. There can only be one send on one side and one recv on the other operating on a ChanR at a time.

The first process in a pair that executes send/recv on a chanR gets descheduled. It is resumed by the remote process executing the matching send/recv function that pursues executing.

ChanRD class

This class allows both point-to-point synchronization and message passing from sender to receiver running on separate processors.

Constructor

template<class T>
ChanRD::ChanRD(int tag, int remote-proc, int max_data_length = 1);
Declaration forms

ChanRD<type> name (tag, remote_proc, length);

ChanRD<type> name(tag, remote_proc);

This creates a remote channel for synchronous message passing with name name and type ChanRD<type>. The tag and remote_proc parameters have exactly the same meaning as for ChanR channels. The length parameter has the same meaning as for ChanLD channels.

Communication/synchronization functions

template<class T>
void ChanRD::send(T *from_ptr, int l = 1);

template<class T>
void ChanRD::recv(T *to_ptr);

The first function sends messages via the channel it is attached to. from_ptr is the message source. l is the number of T-typed items the corresponding message can carry. the l value is checked against the maximum data length value attached to the channel.

The second function performs receptions through the channel it is attached to. the to_ptr parameter is the message destination. One can know about the length of the last received message by executing the get_data_size() function below. There can only be one send on one side and one recv on the other operating on a ChanRD<type> at a time.

The first process in a pair that executes send/recv on a ChanRD gets descheduled. It is resumed by the remote process executing the matching send/recv function. The message from send to recv is passed and stored at the remote location before both processes are resumed.

template<class T>
int ChanRD::get_data_size();

This function returns the number of T-typed items composing the latest received message.
3.1.4 Examples

Here are a few declarations borrowed from the image segmentation algorithm.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ChanL } \ast \text{read req}[4]; \\
\text{ChanL } \ast \text{exit}[4]; \\
\text{ChanL } \ast \text{done}[4]; \\
\text{for}(i = 0; i < 4; i++)\{ \\
\quad \text{read req}[i] = \text{new ChanL}; \\
\quad \text{exit}[i] = \text{new ChanL}; \\
\quad \text{done}[i] = \text{new ChanL}; \\
\}\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ChanL } \ast \text{starving} = \text{new ChanL}; \\
\text{ChanL } \ast \text{new load available} = \text{new ChanL}; \\
\text{ChanL } \ast \text{no load available} = \text{new ChanL}; \\
\text{ChanRD<int> } \ast \text{load request} = \text{new ChanRD<int>}(4, (\text{self address} + 1)\%\text{PROC NB}); \\
\text{ChanRD<Load> } \ast \ast \text{load supply} = \text{new ChanRD<Load> } \ast [(\text{PROC NB} - 1)]; \\
\text{for}(i = 1; i < \text{PROC NB}; i++) \\
\qquad \text{load supply}[i - 1] = \text{new ChanRD<Load>}(i+4, (\text{self address} + i)\%\text{PROC NB}); \\
\qquad //i-1 is the nb of processors between source and target \\
\text{ChanR } \ast \text{over} = \text{new ChanR(PROC NB+4, (self address} + 1)\%\text{PROC NB}); \\
\end{align*}
\]

Here the code of processes borrowed from the segmentation algorithm that performs distributed termination at the end of the second phase. \textit{Over monitor 0} is run by node 0, \textit{Over monitor i} by the other nodes. \textit{over} channels form a virtual ring. The distributed termination procedure consists in flushing the ring out so one can be sure all the nodes have completed.

\[
\text{class Over monitor 0 :public Process}\{
\begin{align*}
\text{ChanR } \ast \text{over}; \\
\end{align*}
\]

ChanL *exit;

public:

Over_monitor_0(ChanR *o, ChanL *e)
:Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Over_monitor_0::body)
{
    over = o;
    exit = e;
}

void body()
{
    over->send();
    over->recv();
    over->send();
    over->recv();
    exit->send();
}
};

class Over_monitor_i :public Process{

    ChanR *over;
    ChanL *exit;

public:

    Over_monitor_i(ChanR *o, ChanL *e)
:Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Over_monitor_i::body)
{
    over = o;
    exit = e;
}

void body()
{
    over->recv();
    over->send();
    over->recv();
    over->send();

3 THREADS/PROCESSES SYNCHRONIZATION AND COMMUNICATION

```c
exit->send();
}
};
```

3.2 Non deterministic synchronization-communication function

3.2.1 The alt functions

The send functions described earlier can also be performed in conjunction with a non-deterministic receive alt function. The alt function can possibly receive and synchronize via, not only one channel, but a list of channels held in a table whose pointer is passed to the function. The list can be a mix of channels of all types described previously. A given function, say fi(), is attached to each channel. Basically, alt operates as follows.

When alt is executed:

1. If none of the channels attached to it happens to be enabled (a send has been executed on it), the function enables all the channels in the list before stopping. Execution will be resumed (scheduled) by the first process executing a send on one of the channels in the list. When this happens, all the channels are disabled.

2. If one or several channels happen to be enabled, alt chooses the first one of them, say ci, schedules the process waiting on the ci channel, disables the ci channel (only this one), and executes the corresponding function fi() before returning.

The behavior previously described can be unfair in the sense that the same channel can always be selected excluding endlessly the others. The library supplies another function: alt_fair that has a fair behavior but is slightly slower.

**Signature of the alt functions:**

```c
void alt(AltCtrl *altCtrl_ptr);
void alt_fair(AltCtrl *altCtrl_ptr);
```

3.2.2 AltCtrl class

Each alt function makes use of a data structure that holds a few variables the function needs to operate. Namely, the table of pointers to the ports (see below) the function is applied to, the size of that table and two other variables internally used by the function.

**Constructor**

```c
AltCtrl(int size, Alts *alt_table[]);
```
Declaration form

AltCtrl(size, alt_table);

declares an AltCtrl data structure holding size ports whose pointers are held in alt_table for subsequent use as an alt argument.

3.2.3 Alt ports

There are four types of alt ports that derive from one another according to the derivation system pictured in Figure 3, that is in exact correspondence with the one we gave for the channels in Figure 2.

An alt port gathers the set of objects defining the port. Namely, a channel (with same generic terminal type), a function that is to be executed when this port is selected by the function as explained above, the pointer to the argument list this function needs to execute (if any) and the destination of corresponding incoming messages (if any).

Alts class

This class is an abstract class for the whole alt port class system. It holds the data shared by all alt ports. It is not subject to instantiation but is generally used for defining pointers to any alt port (see AltCtrl constructor above).

AltL class

The ports of this class are intended to be used for local synchronization purposes.

Constructors

AltL::AltL(ChanL *chan, Tmf2_ptr funct, void *arg);

AltL::AltL(ChanL *chan, Pmf2_ptr funct, void *arg);

with Tmf2_ptr and Pmf2_ptr defined as follows:

typedef void (Thread:: *Tmf2_ptr)(int, void *);

typedef void (Process::Pmf2_ptr)(int, void *);
Declaration forms

AltL(chan, funct, arg);

The argument given to the constructors are: the channel assigned to the port, the pointer to a Thread/Process member function that is to be executed upon this port selection and the pointer to the list of arguments the function applies to. chan and the port are expected to be of the same terminal generic type.

AltLDrecv class

This class is attached to the ports supporting local synchronization and communication. The recv postfix was appended to stress the fact that a port can only be used for reception purposes exclusively.
Constructors

template<class T>
AltLDrecv::AltLDrecv(ChanLD<T> *chan, Tmf2_ptr funct, void *arg, T *to_ptr);

template<class T>
AltLDrecv::AltLDrecv(ChanLD<T> *chan, Tmf2_ptr funct, void *arg);

template<class T>
AltLDrecv::AltLDrecv(ChanLD<T> *chan, Pmf2_ptr funct, void *arg, T *to_ptr);

template<class T>
AltLDrecv::AltLDrecv(ChanLD<T> *chan, Pmf2_ptr funct, void *arg);

Declaration forms

AltLDrecv<T>(chan, funct, arg, to_ptr);

AltLDrecv<T>(chan, funct, arg);

Tmf2_ptr and Pmf2_ptr are defined as above, as well as the arguments: chan, funct and arg. to_ptr is the pointer to the message destination (whenever it is a constant one, otherwise it is handled dynamically). Note that here again funct is a Thread/Process member and that both chan and the port are expected to be of the same terminal generic type.

AltR class

This class is attached to the ports intended for remote synchronization.

Constructors

AltR::AltR(ChanR *chan, Tmf2_ptr funct, void *arg);

AltR::AltR(ChanR *chan, Pmf2_ptr funct, void *arg);
Declaration forms

AltR(chan, funct, arg);

$Tmf_{2.p}r$ and $Pmf_{2.p}r$ are defined as above, as well as the arguments: $chan$, $funct$ and $arg$. $funct$ is a $Thread/Process$ member. $chan$ and port are expected to be of the same terminal generic type.

$AltRDrecv$ class

This class is devoted to ports supporting both remote synchronization and communication. The $recv$ postfix was appended to stress the fact that a port can only be used for reception purposes exclusively.

Constructors

template$<$class $T$ $>$
AltRDrecv::AltRDrecv(ChanRD$<$T$>$ *chan, Tmf$2.p$tr funct, void *arg, T *to$\_ptr$);

template$<$class $T$ $>$
AltRDrecv::AltRDrecv(ChanRD$<$T$>$ *chan, Tmf$2.p$tr funct, void *arg);

template$<$class $T$ $>$
AltRDrecv::AltRDrecv(ChanRD$<$T$>$ *chan, Pmf$2.p$tr funct, void *arg, T *to$\_ptr$);

template$<$class $T$ $>$
AltRDrecv::AltRDrecv(ChanRD$<$T$>$ *chan, Pmf$2.p$tr funct, void *arg);

Declaration forms

AltRDrecv$<$T$>$(chan, funct, arg, to$\_ptr$);

AltRDrecv$<$T$>$(chan, funct, arg);
3 THREADS/PROCESSES SYNCHRONIZATION AND COMMUNICATION

$Tmf_2$ and $Pmf_2$ are defined as above, as well as the arguments: $chan$, $funct$ and $arg$.
$to$ is a pointer to the message destination (whenever it is a constant one, otherwise it is handled dynamically). Note that $funct$ is a Thread/Process member and that both channel and port are expected to be of the same terminal generic type.

3.2.4 Example

Below is the code of a reading process borrowed from the image segmentation algorithm. The process constantly waits for either a read-request signal or an exit signal to occur. Depending on which signal is received, the process executes either the $read\_branch$ or the $exit\_branch$ member function.

```cpp
void Read_proc::body()
{
    AltL branch_read(read_req, (Pmf2_ptr)&Read_proc::read_branch, 0);
    AltL branch_exit(exit, (Pmf2_ptr)&Read_proc::exit_branch, 0);
    Alts *alt_table[2] = {&branch_read, &branch_exit};
    AltCtrl altctrl(2, alt_table);

    while(keep_running)
    {
        alt(&altctrl);
    }
}
```
4 Global Data

A global data is a type of data that can be accessed from any processor, be it remote or not. There are two sorts of global data:

1. *ARCH pre-defined* global data: interprocessor channels and spread/remote arrays (see section 3 and section 7)

2. *User-defined* global data: any data that is intended to be remotely accessed via global pointers (section 6).

only user-defined global data need be explicitly declared as *Global*.

4.1 Declaration

**Constructors**

1. `template<class T> Global<T>::Global(int tg, T *ptr);`

2. `template<class T> Global<T>::Global(int tg, T* (*f_ptr)(IDH_rcd *));`

3. `template<class T> Global<T>::Global();`

The *IDH_rcd* class is an abstract class that provides a convenient user interface for use in *indirect data handles* (see below and section 5):

class IDH_rcd{
  public:
    virtual int get_tag()=0;
    virtual unsigned get_offset()=0;
    virtual int get_size()=0;
    virtual int get_rarg1()=0;
    virtual int get_rarg2()=0;
};
Declaration forms

1. Global<actual-type> name(int tag, actual-type *handle);

2. Global<actual-type> name(int tag, actual-type* (*handle)(IDH_rcd *ptr));

3. Global<actual-type> name;

In declaration (1) name is declared as a Global data. A tag and data handle are attached to it. tag and handle respectively are a global symbolic reference and a local pointer to the data that will be from now on denoted as a direct (data) handle. In declaration (2) the data handle is not a direct pointer to the data but a pointer to the function: handle, that computes a pointer to the data given the pointer ptr as an argument. The data handle will be denoted as an indirect (data) handle. The system dynamically binds ptr to an IDH_rcd record (actually a record with type derived from IDH_rcd (see section 5). The IDH_rcd members can be accessed in the indirect data handle function via the calls:

```c
ptr->get_tag();  // tag returned in coded form
ptr->get_offset();
ptr->get_size();  // size returned as a number of bytes
ptr->get_arg1();
ptr->get_arg2();
```

Declaration (3) allows for incomplete non-initialized declarations and assumes the existence of additional operators intended for subsequent completion (see below). Any processor can get access to a remote instance of a Global-defined variable by supplying a tag together with an offset value and, in case (2), a pair of extra integer arguments (see sections 5, 7). These data are remotely used to compute the address of the variable (see section 5).

The tag argument should be given using one of the two following forms:

- DIR(tag) for direct data handle,
- INDIR(tag) for indirect data handle.

The given tag value should be a positive integer. DIR(tag) and INDIR(tag) actually are recorded in coded form. Note that get_tag() returns the value of tag as coded by the system. One can apply to this value one of the two decoding functions:
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- int decode_tag(int tag_code);
- int decode_tag(int tag_code, int *tag_type);

The first function just returns the decoded value tag. The second one returns both the decoded value tag and the tag_type: 0 for DIR and 1 for INDIR.

The tag values must be supplied throughout a program in increasing order.

4.2 Operators
1. template<class T> Global<T>::Global name(int tag);
2. template<class T> void Global<T>::set_tag(int tag);
3. template<class T> void Global<T>::set_handle(T *handle);
4. template<class T> void Global<T>::set_handle(T* (*handle)(IDH, condition *));

Constructor (1) is intended for the creation of copies of an already defined Global data. the argument is given in one of the two forms: DIR(tag) or INDIR(tag), with the same conventions as above.

Operator (2) allows for setting the tag value of an already defined Global object. This operator must be applied before one of the next two operators which allow for setting either a direct or an indirect data handle.

4.3 A special tag : 0
Tag 0 is a special pre-defined tag that has a null pointer attached to it as a handle. This tag can be taken as a base for access to remote global variables of any type. It provides a convenient means for getting access to remote data given their current (dynamic) absolute address as an offset. Tag can be declared as direct in this case the offset value is the data address. It can be declared as indirect as well. In this case, the offset value is the address of a procedure whose execution provides the address to data as described earlier.

4.4 Global synchronization of global data definitions
The definition of a global data should involve global synchronization to ensure that definition is performed on all the processors before any of them starts accessing the data. Performing automatic global synchronization in each Global declaration would have been possible but would have also been too much inefficient and was left to the programmer. Ideally, the global declarations should be gathered as much as possible in the code so that a limited number of synchronization barriers only are needed for that purpose.
Notes

1. Getting \textit{Global} declaration with automatic synchronization is straightforward by deriving a new class, say \texttt{Global\_S}, from \textit{Global} with a constructor and a destructor that just perform a synchronization barrier.

2. When performing a global (barrier) synchronization, one should use one of the functions: \texttt{void flush()}; or \texttt{void flush(int n)}; (see section 5). They perform the same job as a usual barrier but additionally poll so possibly not yet completed \textit{read/write} functions can complete. The \textit{flush} functions perform a distributed completion of \textit{read/write} functions by reducing local completion upon a processor virtual tree and broadcasting global completion down the tree. The degree of reduction/broadcasting tree is passed as an argument to the second function.

3. When the non-synchronized declaration mode is used, one should be aware that the constructors are silently called at the end of blocks so global synchronization should be explicitly performed at the end of each block containing \textit{Global} declarations. A good practice could be to make use of synchronized declarations first and next to switch to non-synchronized ones at the performance optimization stage.

The programmer may need to get information relative to a \textit{Global} defined variable. Three functions are supplied for that purpose:

\begin{verbatim}
template<class T>
int Global<T>::get_tag();

template<class T>
T *Global<T>::get_direct_handle();

template<class T>
Idh Global<T>::get_indirect_indirect_handle();
\end{verbatim}

where \texttt{Idh} is a type declared in \texttt{Global<T>} as:

\begin{verbatim}
typedef T* (*Idh)(IDH_rcd *);
\end{verbatim}

\textit{get\_tag()} returns the coded value of tag attached to the Global data it is applied to. The value can be decoded as explained earlier. \textit{get\_direct\_handle()} returns the local pointer to a global data.
get间接handle()函数返回一个指向全局数据的局部指针。如果局部指针和全局数据类型不匹配，则会出错。4.5 Exemple

Load_picked-up

*export_data_ptr = new Load_picked-up[underloaded_nb];
Global<Load_picked-up> g_export_data_ptr(PROC_NB+6, export_data_ptr);

声明一个全局数据g_export_data_ptr，通过export_data_ptr函数使其可以被远程访问。tag设置为PROC_NB+6（这是tag在程序中代码段被提取时的设置：PROG_NB是ARCH预定义变量，该变量用于存储在运行时的处理器数量）。

此全局数据可以用于任何远程访问的代码（见第7章和分段算法）。

//define global pointer export_data_remote_ptr
Star<Load_picked-up>
export_data_remote_ptr(load_offered_in.proc_id,
g_export_data_ptr, underloaded_rank, NOCP);

..

//set the control pointer initialized as NOCP (no ctrl ptr)
//ctrl contains the user-function upon_end_of_RW() that
//will be executed with &rw_c as a parameter among others
RW_count rw_c;
RWCtrl ctrl( (func)upon_end_of_RW, &rw_c);
export_data_remote_ptr.set_ctrl(&ctrl);

..

//write second parameter to remote location
write_c(*export_data_remote_ptr,
Load_picked_up(self_address, import_data_ptr,
-over_or_under_load_left));

..

//busy waiting
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```c
wait_while(RW_not_complete);
.
.
.
```

4.6 Configuration setting

The Global data facility makes use of a data handle table whose size has arbitrarily been set in the A.setconfig file. The size corresponds to the number of tags that can be used in an application code. This number can be changed by updating the A.setconfig file and then recompiling the library. It can also be changed more dynamically by giving a parameter to the Global_data_handle() constructor in the A.environment file.
5 Remote read and write functions

5.1 Store and get functions

One should not be using these functions unless developing new basics for the library. get and store are low level functions for storing and getting data to/from a remote location. Higher level functions are offered in the library: remote read and write functions that are described further on in this section and in the global pointers section.

5.1.1 Store

void store(int to_node, int tag, unsigned to_offset, int *rarg,  
    char *from, int size,  
    HRW_ptr handler, void *arg, Thread *thread_ptr);

where,

typedef void (*HRW_ptr)(HRW_rcd *);

class HRW_rcd{
    public:
        virtual int get_remote_proc()=0;
        virtual char *get_data_ptr()=0;
        virtual int get_data_size()=0;
        virtual Thread *get_thread_ptr()=0;
        virtual void *get_arg()=0;
    }

The HRW_rcd class is an abstract class that provides a convenient user interface for use in completion handlers (see section 5.1.3).

The store function stores size characters from the local address from to the memory attached to processor to_node. At the programmer’s level, the function executes silently on the target processor. The arguments: tag, to_offset and rarg are remotely used to compute the target address. rarg is a pointer to an array of two integers. tag can be attached to a direct or an indirect handle (see section 4):

- If the data handle is direct: tag gets access to the handle, then to_offset is added to it to form the complete address.
• If the data handle is indirect (see section 4): tag gets access to the handle which, in this case, is a pointer to a function that returns an address. to_offset is then added to it to form the complete address. For any actual type type the function should have the following signature:

```cpp
type handle(IDH_rcd *ptr);
```

The system dynamically binds ptr to a record with type derived from IDH_rcd. IDH_rcd is an abstract class providing a convenient user interface for use in indirect handles.

class IDH_rcd{
   public:
      virtual int get_tag()=0;
      virtual unsigned get_offset()=0;
      virtual int get_size()=0;
      virtual int get_rarg1()=0;
      virtual int get_rarg2()=0;
};

One can get access to the members of IDH_rcd in the handle function using the calls:

```cpp
ptr->get_tag(); // tag returned as a coded value
ptr->get_offset();
ptr->get_size(); // size returned as a number of bytes
ptr->get_rarg1();
ptr->get_rarg2();
```

rarg1 and rarg2 are the two extra arguments that were pointed to by rargs when store was called and were next transmitted. tag is returned as a coded value that can be decoded as explained in section 4.

Upon completion of the store function handler is executed with a pointer to a record whose type derives from the abstract HRW_rcd class. handler is expected to be supplied by the user. See section 5.1.3 for details.
5.1.2 Get

void get(int from_node, int tag, unsigned from_offset, int *rarg,
        char *to, int size,
        HRW_ptr handler, void *arg, Thread *thread_ptr);

This function gets size characters in the local destination to from the source processor from_node. At the programmer’s level, the function executes silently on the source processor tag, from_offset and rarg are remotely used to compute the source location as already described for the store function. Upon completion handler is executed as explained in section 5.1.3.

5.1.3 Completion

The completion handler handler is a user-defined function whose signature is:

void handler(HRW_rcd *ptr);

The HRW_rcd class is an abstract class that provides a convenient user interface to communication objects for use in completion handlers.

The system dynamically binds ptr to a data structure that contains the information items listed below:

• for Store: to_node, from, size, thread_ptr, arg,

• for get: from_node, to, size, thread_ptr, arg.

In the body of handler, each item is available via the following calls:

ptr->get_remote_proc();
ptr->get_data_ptr();
ptr->get_data_size(); // size returned as a number of bytes
ptr->get_thread_ptr();
ptr->get_arg();

Again, note that get_data_size() returns a number of bytes. Upon completion of the store (resp. get) function, handler is executed on the sender (resp. receiver) side by the poll function in the way explained below:
• **if handler is not the null pointer**: then the execution is meant to occur in the user-controlled-completion mode: the user gave handler as a handler and expects this function to be executed upon store (resp. get) completion. Which is executed next is decided by handler.

• **if handler is the null pointer**: then the execution is meant to occur in the scheduler-controlled-completion mode: the user did not give a handler, upon completion the Thread whose pointer was passed as an argument to store (resp. get) is automatically scheduled (by the local scheduler, see section 2).

The store (resp. get) function returns immediately but does not complete until the data are stored at the remote (resp. local) destination. In the meantime, the user can execute asynchronously.

### 5.1.4 Setting configuration

The code that performs the store and get functions uses memory space, actually three tables each. The size of the tables exactly corresponds to the number of store's and get's that can be simultaneously performed in a program code. The size has arbitrarily been set in updating the A.setconfig file. That could be too much or too less depending on the application. The user can change the values by updating A.setconfig. This requires recompiling the library. He can also proceed more dynamically by supplying arguments to the constructors: Store_ctrl_rcd() and Get_ctrl_rcd() in the A.environment file.

The store function makes use a faster protocol for short data remotely stored. The protocol was made faster at the expense of some additional memory space consumed. The protocol makes use of a threshold value to decide how it should behave. This value has arbitrarily been set to 20 bytes (size of short messages) but should normally be tuned for better efficiency. This can be changed by resetting the value in the A.setconfig file (needs recompiling) or supplying the value as an argument to the Store_ctrl_rcd() constructor.

### 5.2 Read/write functions

There are several sorts of read/write functions offered in the library. They differ to one another on how completion control is performed (i.e. user- or scheduler-controlled).

#### 5.2.1 Remote read/write with user-controlled completion

template<class T>
void write(int to, node, int tag, unsigned to_offset, int *rarg,
        T* from,
        HRW_ptr handler, void *arg);
template<class T>
void write(int to_node, int tag, unsigned to_offset, int *rarg, 
  T* from, int size, 
  HRW_ptr handler, void *arg);

template<class T>
void read(int from_node, int tag, unsigned from_offset, int *rarg, 
  T* to, 
  HRW_ptr handler, void *arg);

template<class T>
void read(int from_node, int tag, unsigned from_offset, int *rarg, 
  T* to, int size, 
  HRW_ptr handler, void *arg);

These instances read/write size T-type (remote) objects. offset is given as a number of T-type objects. At the programmer’s level, the functions execute silently on the destination/source processor. The functions are implicitly considered as executing in the user-controlled completion setting, so handler is expected to be a non null pointer. Upon completion handler is executed as described earlier (see store and get sections). rarg has the same meaning as in section 5.1.1 (actually, this argument is simply passed to these functions). tag can be attached either a direct an indirect handle (see section 5.1.1).

5.2.2 Remote read/write with scheduler-controlled completion

Explicit process continuation

template<class T>
void write(int to_node, int tag, unsigned to_offset, int *rarg, 
  T *from, 
  Thread *thread_ptr);

template<class T>
void write(int to_node, int tag, unsigned to_offset, int *rarg, 
  T *from, int size, 
  Thread *thread_ptr);
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template<class T>
void read(int from_node, int tag, unsigned from_offset, int *rarg,
         T *to,
         Thread *thread_ptr);

template<class T>
void read(int from_node, int tag, unsigned from_offset, int *rarg,
         T *to, int size,
         Thread *thread_ptr);

Here the read/write are implicitly considered as executing in the scheduler-controlled completion setting. The functions stop (see section 2) the current thread just after executing store()/get(). These functions are called with a null handler pointer. Upon completion, the thread pointed to by thread_ptr will be scheduled for subsequent execution. The offset argument is given as a number of T-type objects. rarg has the same meaning as in section 5.1.1.

Implicit process continuation

template<class T>
void read(int from_node, int tag, unsigned from_offset, int *rarg,
         T *to);

template<class T>
void read(int from_node, int tag, unsigned from_offset, int *rarg,
         T *to, int size);

template<class T>
void write(int to_node, int tag, unsigned to_offset, int *rarg,
          T *from);

template<class T>
void write(int to_node, int tag, unsigned to_offset, int *rarg,
          T *from, int size);

Same as above except that thread_ptr is implicitly current_thread_ptr.

Notes

Even when it involves only one user-thread a code written with ARCH is always a multi-threaded one (as far as one decides to execute within the ARCH standard environment: see
Indeed, the user thread is run asynchronously on each node with the ARCH pre-defined main_thread (see section 2.1.1). Switching to the latter occurs each time the user-thread is implicitly or explicitly waiting for communication operations to complete and the local scheduling queues are empty. Switching is silently performed upon executing a read/write functions with scheduler-controlled termination. It is explicitly performed upon executing a stop() (see section 2) after a series of read/write functions with user-controlled termination. main_thread then keeps polling until a handler is eventually executed that reschedules a user thread (i.e. one of the scheduling queues becomes non empty).

Switching to main_thread involves context-switching that one might want to avoid in single-thread user codes. The user can decide to avoid functions that involve switching to main_thread (by avoiding read/write functions with scheduler-controlled termination or stop()). In this case polling has to be explicitly performed in his code.

In all cases, no communication operation can progress unless polling is performed: the "engine" that makes inter-processor communication circulate is polling. This is a direct consequence of using MPI for implementing ARCH. The communication events occur silently in MPI and the user is expected to read statuses to check whether a communication is ready to take place or has completed. Avoiding polling could only be achieved with a communication layer sending interrupt signals that could be caught and processed by handlers, right at the time the signals occur, and as long as interrupts are enabled. It seems that one can expect such a mechanism to be included in the future MPI version-2 (personal communication).

5.3 Poll and flush

The library offers two functions: void flush(); and void flush(int d);, that check for distributed termination of all communication operations performed in some program step. We need such a function to keep all the nodes polling while only some are still wanting to store/write or get/read remote data.

Flush functions will most often be used for global phase completion (barrier synchronization) in the user root-process (see section 2.1.1).

For instance, suppose a simple system with two nodes A and B and a phase where A needs to store a data at some location in B, but B does nothing. If node B is not kept waiting for distributed completion, it will locally complete hence fail to poll for A to complete. flush() is to prevent such a situation from occurring.

flush() acts as a global synchronization barrier. It performs a reduction of local completions up a virtual tree, then broadcast global completion down the same tree. In the mean time the function keeps polling on each node until global completion is reached. flush() can also be executed with a parameter that determines the degree of the reduction tree (default is 2) so the depth can properly be tuned depending on the machine size. The range of possible degrees has arbitrarily
been set to the range $[2, 16]$. The upper bound can be changed by changing \texttt{DEGREE\_MAX} in the \texttt{A.setconfig} file (needs recompiling).
6 Global pointers

Global pointers are a generalization of C++ pointers that allow for addressing global data at any place over the distributed memory. As usual pointers, global pointers are subjected to arithmetic and logic manipulations (incrementation, dereferencing, indexing, comparison...). Global pointer expressions provide global references over the distributed memory that can subsequently be used as arguments to global read/write functions. These functions allow the processors to get access to all global data regardless of their locations over the distributed memory. In their most complete form, the read/write functions operate as remote procedure calls. At the programmer’s level global read/write functions appear as ”one-sided”: a read/write operation is executed on the processor that needs to read/write global data but need not be explicitly handled by the processor associated to the memory holding the data.

6.1 Global pointer data members

A global pointer actually is a record that holds the following data items:

- **unsigned proc_id**: rank of the processor holding the data this global pointer is pointing to.
- **int tag**: tag of the Global data the global pointer is attached to (see section 4), direct as well as indirect data handle are allowed.
- **unsigned offset** (see section 4).
- **A_attributes *attributes_ptr**: this member’s value is NOAP (see section 6.2 below) if the global pointer is unassigned. It contains the pointer to an array descriptor if the global pointer has been assigned to a spread or a remote array (sections 7.1 and 7.4). Information held in the descriptor is used to decode index-based addresses and to retrieve the data held in the spread/remote array.
- **RWctrl *ctrl_ptr**: the record pointed to by ctrl_ptr holds data required to control completion when access to data: assignment of global data (section 6.7), implicit L-val<T> to T conversion (section 6.8), or read/write functions (sections 5, 6.9 and 6.10) is performed using this global pointer (see user-controlled completion mode in sections 5.1.3 and 6.13).

6.2 Global pointer type and data member null values

The library currently provides three global pointer type descriptors:
enum \texttt{GPType}\{U=0, R=1, S=2\};

\texttt{U, S and R respectively are associated to unassigned, spread and remote global pointers. The pointer type (GPType) is returned by the following function applied to a global pointer:}

\texttt{enum GPType get\_gp\_type() const;}

The null values attached to the members of global pointers respectively are: NOPID, NOTAG, NOFFST, NOAP and NOCP (see A.setconfig file), note that most constants are not 0.

\section*{6.3 Global pointer evaluation}

ARCH global (\texttt{Star}) pointers are designed more or less after the C philosophy, with generalized r-values (\texttt{Rval}) and l-values (\texttt{Lval}) associated with global pointers:

\begin{verbatim}
 template<class T> Rval;

 template<class T> Lval;
\end{verbatim}

Evaluating global pointers expressions recursively transforms Star objects into Rval or Lval ones as shown in Figure 4. Applying operators ++, --, += and -= to a template\texttt{<class T>Star} provides a template\texttt{<class T>Rval}. Applying operators + and - (addition and substraction to integers) to a template\texttt{<class T>Rval} provides a template\texttt{<class T>Rval}. The Rval and Lval and Star records exactly have the same internal structure. Each stands for a particular state in the evaluation process of global pointer expressions.

Global pointers can possibly be nested. This is what \textit{nesting level} in Figure 4 refers to. for instance, writing the following sequence is perfectly possible:

\begin{verbatim}
//at the file level
Stardef(int, Star1)
Stardef(Star1, Star2);
Stardef(Star2, Star3);
Stardef(Star3, Star4);

//at the function level
int i = 5;
Global<int> g_i(9, \&i);
\end{verbatim}
Star1  str_ptr1;
Global<Star1> g_str_ptr1(10, &str_ptr1);

Star2 str_ptr2;
Global<Star2> g_str_ptr2(11, &str_ptr2);

Star3  str_ptr3;
Global<Star3> g_str_ptr3(12, &str_ptr3);

Star4 str_ptr4;

str_ptr1 = Star1(0, g_i, (unsigned)0, NOAP, 0);
str_ptr2 = Star2(0, g_str_ptr1, (unsigned)0, NOAP, 0);
str_ptr3 = Star3(0, g_str_ptr2, (unsigned)0, NOAP, 0);
str_ptr4 = Star4(0, g_str_ptr3, (unsigned)0, NOAP, 0);

int k1;
int k2;
int k3;
int k4;

k1 = *str_ptr1;
k2 = **str_ptr2;
k3 = ***str_ptr3;
k4 = ****str_ptr4;

int l = 1;
Global<int> g_l(13, &l);

StarR p1(0, g_l, (unsigned)0, NOAP, 0);

Global<Star1> g_p1(14, &p1);

Star2 p2(0, g_p1, (unsigned)0, NOAP, 0);

int k5 = **p2;

**p2 = ****str_ptr4;
**p2 = 6;

int m = (**p2 + ****str_ptr4)*(**p2 + ****str_ptr4);

**Stardef declaration**

Note that, when defining nested pointers, one have to use a special declaration of the form:

*Stardef*(data_type, type_name);

Such a declaration must be performed at the file level. This is consistent with standard usage since this kind of declarations should normally occur in some header file.

---

**Figure 4:** Global pointer evaluation scheme.
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Note
One should be aware that using nested spread pointers without care will lead to inefficiencies. Most often it will be much better to use read/write functions with indirect handles (see section 6.10) instead of nested spread/remote pointers.

The evaluation process of nested pointers follows the scheme described in Figure 4. Applying operator\(^*/\) (dereferencing) and operator\(//\) (indexing) to a template<class T>Star provides a template<class T>Lval. Un-nesting is performed on Lval’s as expected, either by the template<class T>Lval to T conversion operator (see section 6.8) or by the assignment operator (see section 6.7) when the Lval appears at the left hand side of the assignment. Conversion and assignment are two operators provided in the template<class T>Lval class.

6.4 Architecture of the global pointer class system

The library has been architectured so that no code function is uselessly duplicated when spread or remote arrays and global pointers are instantiated in a program. The class system has been designed with two sorts of classes: intern classes and interface classes. The former are non template classes that contains the essential part of the code (no duplication under class instantiation). the latter contains the set of template classes that forms the typed user-interface. These classes essentially contain entry points to functions belonging to the internal classes. They are shown in the two boxes of Figure 5. Note that we have avoided multiple inheritance and virtual classes to ban any pointer from the implementation of generic objects, as these objects can possibly travel.

6.5 Global pointer declaration

6.5.1 New global pointer issued from a conversion

Constructors

\[
\text{template<class } T\text{>}
\]
\[
\text{Star<T>::Star(const Rval<T>& rv);}\
\]

\[
\text{template<class } T\text{>}
\]
\[
\text{Star<T>::Star(const SpreadArray<T>& sa);}\
\]

\[
\text{template<class } T\text{>}
\]
\[
\text{Star<T>::Star(const RemoteArray<T>& ra);}\
\]
Figure 5: Object-oriented design of spread/remote arrays & global pointers.

Declaration forms

Star<type> name(rv); //rv is a Rval identifier

Star<type> name(sa); //sa is a SpreadArray identifier

Star<type> name(ra); //ra is a RemoteArray identifier

Example

SpreadArray<int> SA(1, 4, 5, 2, 2);
Star<int> SA_crt(SA);
Star<int> SA_crt = SA; //also is possible

subsection New initialized global pointer
Constructors

template<class T>
Star<T>::Star(unsigned proc_id, Global<T> global_data,
    unsigned offset, A_attributes *A_a_ptr, RWCtrl *c);

template<class T>
Star<T>::Star(unsigned proc_id, Global<T> global_data,
    T *ptr, A_attributes *A_a_ptr, RWCtrl *c);

template<class T>
Star<T>::Star(unsigned proc_id, Global<T> global_data,
    T* (*ptr)(IDH_rcd *), A_attributes *A_a_ptr, RWCtrl *c);

where IDH_rcd is defined in section 4.

Declaration forms

Star<type> name(proc_id, global_data, offset, SA_a_ptr, c);
Star<type> name(proc_id, (Global<type>)DIR(0), ptr, SA_a_ptr, c);
Star<type> name(proc_id, (Global<type>)INDIR(0), ptr, SA_a_ptr, c);

The first form above is the "regular" form. global_data can have a direct or indirect handle
attached to it. The second and third form is to be used when dealing with offsets consisting of
remote absolute addresses.

(Global<type>)DIR(0) builds a Global object with tag 0 attached to it. The data handle asso-
ciated to tag 0 is a direct handle. offset is the absolute address of the data on the remote processor.

(Global<type>)INDIR(0) builds a Global object with tag 0 attached to it. The data handle
associated to tag 0 is an indirect handle. ptr is the absolute address on the remote processor
of a procedure whose execution supplies the address of the data. The procedure is defined and
executed as described in section 5.1.1.

6.5.2 New non-initialized global pointer

Constructor

template<class T>
Star<T>::Star();
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Declaration form

Star<type> name;

In this case, the members of the global pointer record are implicitly initialized with null values: NOPID, NOTAG, NOFFST, NOAP, NOCP.

6.6 Operations on global pointers
As usual C pointers, global pointers can be part of conditional statements or address expressions.

6.6.1 Global pointer based predicates

=== same proc_id, same tag, same offset, same A_attributes_ptr, and same ctrl_ptr.

>  (lhs proc_id > rhs proc_id and same offset) or lhs offset > rhs offset) and same tag, same A_attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

>= (lhs proc_id >= rhs proc_id and same offset) or lhs offset >= rhs offset) and same tag, same A_attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

<  (lhs proc_id < rhs proc_id and same offset) or lhs offset < rhs offset) and same tag, same A_attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

<= (lhs proc_id <= rhs proc_id and same offset) or lhs offset <= rhs offset) and same tag, same A_attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

!= different proc_id or different local_ptr or different SA_attributes_ptr and same tag, same A_attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

6.6.2 Global pointer arithmetic operators
The usual operators: +, -, ++(pre/post), -(pre/post), +=, -=, can be applied to a global pointer. The semantics follow the rules of the regular arithmetic.

6.6.3 Dereferencing ‘*’
A global pointer can be dereferenced in the same way as usual pointers. Performing this operation provides an Lval. A dereferenced global pointer expression can appear in the right and left hand side of operator=() or as an argument to a global read/write function, (see sections 6.7 and 6.8 below).
6.7 Assignment to a global reference

One can apply the following assignment operator to Lval objects that result from dereferencing and indexing:

```cpp
template<class T>
void Lval<T>::operator=(const T& rhs);
```

Operator=() assigns the local T-type rhs value to the Global<T> data whose global reference is held in the Lval<T> object to which operator=() is applied. Operator=() in general requires a global writing.

6.8 Lval<T> to T conversion

The template<class T>Lval class provides a T-conversion operator:

```cpp
template<class T>
Lval<T>::operator T();
```

operator T() automatically returns a local T-type object that is a copy of the remote object whose global reference is held in the Lval<T> object to which it is applied. operator T() in general requires a global reading.

This operator silently takes care of global read/writes that need to be performed, for example, in expressions such that:

```cpp
int y = *g_ptr_x;
int y = z + *g_ptr_x;
```

where g_ptr_x is a global pointer to a given global integer x and z is some integer. Control upon completion should be handled as explained in section 6.13.

6.9 Read/Write using global pointers and direct handle

6.9.1 write with user-controlled completion

```cpp
template<class T>
void
write_t(const Lval<T>& global_to, const T& local_from, int l);
```

```cpp
template<class T>
void
write_t(const Lval<T>& global_to, const T& local_from);
```
These functions can be used to write 1 or l consecutive T-typed objects. Upon completion a handler is executed whose reference is found in the RWCtrl record attached to \( Lval<T> \). The pointer to this record should have been set in the corresponding global pointer before a \( \text{write}_c \) function is executed (\( ctrl_ptr \) member, see section 6.13).

6.9.2 write with scheduler-controlled completion

```c
template<class T>
void
write(const Lval<T>& global_to, const T& local_from, int l);
```

```c
template<class T>
void
write(const Lval<T>& global_to, const T& local_from);
```

These functions work the same as the two previous ones but completion is automatically monitored by the local scheduler that automatically suspends and resumes the process executing the function (no \( RWCtrl \) record is required from the user).

6.9.3 read with user-controlled completion

```c
template<class T>
void
read_c(T& local_to, const Lval<T>& global_from, int l);
```

```c
template<class T>
void
read_c(T& local_to, const Lval<T>& global_from);
```

Same as above but for read functions.

6.9.4 read with scheduler-controlled completion

```c
template<class T>
void
read(T& local_to, const Lval<T>& global_from, int l);
```

```c
template<class T>
void
read(T& local_to, const Lval<T>& global_from);
```
6.10 Read/Write using global pointers and indirect handle

In the previous section we defined read/write remote function using a direct remote data handle. There, the handle is simply used as a base address. An offset value is added to it to get the complete address of the target data. In some cases, it can be convenient to make use of data handles that provide indirect access to data. In this case the handle is not the base address but the pointer to a function whose dynamic evaluation supplies this address.

As compared to the previous ones, the functions below need an additional argument: *rarg* holding a pointer to an array of two integers. These integers are transmitted to the remote destination and can be accessed in *handle*, among other arguments (see section 5.1.1).

6.10.1 write with user-controlled completion

```cpp
template<class T>
void
write_c(const Lval<T>& global_to, int *rarg, const T& local_from, int l);
```

```cpp
template<class T>
void
write_c(const Lval<T>& global_to, int *rarg, const T& local_from);
```

6.10.2 write with scheduler-controlled completion

```cpp
template<class T>
void
write(const Lval<T>& global_to, int *rarg, const T& local_from, int l);
```

```cpp
template<class T>
void
write(const Lval<T>& global_to, int *rarg, const T& local_from);
```

6.10.3 read with user-controlled completion

```cpp
template<class T>
void
read_c(T& local_to, const Lval<T>()& global_from, int *rarg, int l);
```

```cpp
template<class T>
```
void read_c(T& local_to, const Lval<T>& global_from, int *rarg);

6.10.4 read with scheduler-controlled completion

    template<class T>
    void read(T& local_to, const Lval<T>& global_from, int *rarg, int l);

    template<class T>
    void read(T& local_to, const Lval<T>& global_from, int *rarg);

6.11 Access to members

One can get access to members of a data accessed via a spread pointer using the overloaded operator>>(). It was not possible to overload either operator() or operator− >() because the first cannot be, while the second can but with such limitations that it was just impossible to get what was needed.

    template <class T1, class T2>
    inline Lval<T2> operator>>( const Lval<T1>& lv, T2 T1:: *mbr);

    template <class T1, class T2>
    inline Lval<T2> operator>>( const Star<T1>& sp, T2 T1:: *mbr);

Notes

1. Before using this operator the pointer on member: mbr must be set (see examples below and C++ manual). Setting the second argument of the access to member functions can be make easier by using the member macro available in the library and defined as follows (also, see examples below):

    #define member(T2, T1, s) T2 T1:: *s = &T1::s

2. read/write functions with indirect data handles can be used to get remotely access to global data structure members. In many cases using operator>>() is just more convenient as the name of member to be accessed explicitly appears in the access expression. However, this operator implicitly makes the assumption that the internal organization of data in C++ classes and records is exactly the same on all the processors, which might not be the case for certain heterogeneous systems.
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Examples

member(Link_rcd, Link_rcd_pair, low);
write_c((*link_array)(id1, id2) >> low, rcd);

Here is an other example that shows how can \textit{operator} \texttt{>}(\texttt{)} be applied recursively.

member(int, Link_rcd, selected);
member(Link_rcd, Link_rcd_pair, low);
write_c(((\texttt{*link_array})(id1, id2) >> low) >> selected, id_absorbing_vertex);

6.12  Other operators applying to spread pointers

The spread pointer class offers a set of operators for setting/getting the spread pointer member current values.

\begin{verbatim}
    //Returns processor identifier
    template<class T>
    unsigned Star<T>::get_proc_id() const;

    //Sets processor identifier
    template<class T>
    void Star<T>::set_proc_id(unsigned p_id);

    //Returns copy of the Global object attached to a spread pointer
    template<class T>
    Global<T> Star<T>::get_global();

    //Assigns Global object to a spread pointer
    template<class T>
    void Star<T>::set_global(Global<T> g);

    //Returns current offset value as a number of T-typed data
    template<class T>
    unsigned Star<T>::get_offset() const;
\end{verbatim}
//Sets current offset value as a number of T-typed data
template<class T>
void Star<T>::set_offset(unsigned os);

//Sets current offset value with a T-type pointer.
//Assumes that tag has been already defined
template<class T>
void Star<T>::set_offset(T *ptr);

//Sets current offset value with a T(*)(IDHrcode *) pointer
//Assumes that tag has been already defined
template<class T>
void Star<T>::set_offset(T (*)(DIDHrcode *)));

//Gets the pointer to array attributes
template<class T>
A_attributes *Star<T>::get_attr_ptr() const;

//Gets pointer to SpreadArray attributes.
//The global pointer must have been assigned to a SpreadArray
template<class T>
SA_attributes *Star<T>::get_SA_attr_ptr() const;

//Gets pointer to RemoteArray attributes
//The global pointer must have been assigned to a RemoteArray
template<class T>
RA_attributes *Star<T>::get_RA_attr_ptr() const;

//Sets pointer to array attributes
template<class T>
void Star<T>::set_attr_ptr(A_attributes *A_a_ptr);
// Gets pointer to control-upon-completion record
template<class T>
RWCtrl * Star<T>::get_ctrl_ptr() const;

// Sets pointer to control-upon-completion record
template<class T>
void Star<T>::set_ctrl(RWCtrl *c);

// Returns local pointer to data with direct handle
template<class T>
T *Star<T>::to_local_ptr();

// Returns local pointer to data with indirect handle
template<class T>
T *Star<T>::to_local_ptr(IDH_rcd *ptr);

where IDH_rcd is defined in section 5.1.1.

The user will have to bind ptr to a record whose type is derived from the IDH_rcd class. This can be any class of his own or the class IDH_record, built in the library. The latter provides the following functions:

IDH_record(int s, int t, unsigned o, int r1, int r2);

int get_tag(); // returns encoded tag value

unsigned get_offset();

int get_size(); // returns a size as a number of bytes

int get_rarg1();

int get_rarg2();
6.13 Control upon completion

Most often, global pointers are involved in global read/write operations executing asynchronously with local code. Depending on which type of read/write operations is used, completion is monitored either automatically by the local scheduler or explicitly by the user. The library supplies a specific class: RWCtrl, devoted to user-controlled completion. The class holds the following data items:

- void (*fct)(HRW_rcd *ptr): handler to be executed upon completion of the remote operation,
- void *arg: handler arguments,

fct stands for the pointer to a function, say f, whose signature is:

void f(HRW_rcd *ptr);

HRW_rcd is the following abstract class:

class HRW_rcd{
    public:
        virtual int get_remote_proc()=0;
        virtual char *get_data_ptr()=0;
        virtual int get_data_size()=0;
        virtual Thread *get_thread_ptr()=0;
        virtual void *get_arg()=0;
    };

The system dynamically binds the ptr argument of f to a data record whose type is derived from the HRW_rcd class and contains the information items listed below:

- if the operation performs a write to a remote processor:
  remote processor identification, data source, data size (as a number of bytes), thread pointer, pointer to extra arguments,

- if the operation performs a read from a remote processor:
  remote processor identification, data destination, data size (as a number of bytes), thread pointer, pointer to extra arguments.

Each item can be accessed from the f body via the following calls:
ptr→get_remote_proc();
ptr→get_data_ptr();
ptr→get_data_size();                  // size returned as a number of bytes
ptr→get_thread_ptr();
ptr→get_arg();

Before executing a global read/write an assignment or a conversion operator that involves a
global pointer the user is expected to setup a RWCtrl data object and to attach it to the spread
pointer (ctrl_ptr member). Upon completion, handler and arguments are read from the data
object for execution.

Setting a RWCtrl record or getting information from it can be performed with the functions
below:

    //constructor
    RWCtrl(HRW_ptr, void *);

    //empty constructor
    RWCtrl();

    //set pointer to handler
    void set_fct(HRW_ptr handler);

    //get pointer to handler
    HRW_ptr get_fct() const;

    //set pointer to handler arguments
    void set_arg(void *p);

    //get pointer to handler arguments
    void * get_arg() const;

    with:
typedef void (*HRW_ptr)(HRW_red *);
7 Spread and remote arrays and pointers

7.1 Spread Arrays

A spread Array is a multidimensional array that has some of its dimensions distributed over the set of local memories. A spread array is defined by the type of data items it contains and the list of its spread and internal dimensions. A spread array is wrapped around the processor local memory set so that: if B denotes any of the sub-arrays generated by the internal dimensions then the B sub-arrays are placed successively, in ascending order of processor numbers starting from 0, according to the natural order of spread index combinations. Figure 6 shows how a spread array of integers with two spread and one internal dimensions of size: 4, 5, 2 respectively is distributed over a set of 3 processors.

![Spread Array Diagram]

Figure 6: A spread array.

The idea has been borrowed from Split_C. With ARCH the user can build his own SpreadAr-
rays by deriving from the basic SpreadArray class found in the library. Below are a couple of illustrations taken from the image segmentation algorithm. Spread arrays are extensively used in all phases.

7.1.1 Example 1

The image is defined as an instance of the SpreadImage class derived from the standard SpreadArray class. SpreadImage is a spread array of square blocks of pixels. the SpreadImage constructor defines how the image blocks are spread over the distributed memory. It calls the SpreadArray constructor, that builds all (transparent) data structures required for storing and retrieving the pixels or block of pixels and checks the image structural parameters. The spreading policy is one among many possible. This choice was made just because it appeared convenient. The spreading policy may be changed (for instance, if some other appeared to be better as regard to performances) without changing anything in the code except that of access functions inside the SpreadImage class. All access functions in SpreadImage are derived from SpreadArray’s by simple coordinate mapping.

```c++
// VPS = Vertical Processor-matrix Size
// HPS = Horizontal Processor-matrix Size
template<class T, int VPS, int HPS>
class SpreadImages: public SpreadArray<T>{

protected:
    int Vsize;
    int Hsize;
    int IBSize;

// VIS = Vertical Image Size
// HIS = Horizontal Image Size
// IBS = Image Block Size  (block = elementary image tile)
public:
    SpreadImages(int tag, int VIS, int HIS, int IBS)
    : SpreadArray<T> (tag, VPS, HPS, (VIS/IBS)/VPS, (HIS/IBS)/HPS, IBS, IBS, 2)
    {
        if(double(int(log(IBS)/log(2))) != log(IBS)/log(2)
            || HPS < VPS
            || VIS%IBS || (VIS/IBS)%VPS
            || HIS%IBS || (HIS/IBS)%HPS ){
            printf("on node %d: incorrect SpreadImage size\n", self_address);

```
preempt();
}
Vsize = VIS;
Hsize = HIS;
IBsize = IBS;
}

~SpreadImages(){}

virtual Lval<T> operator()(int v, int h) = 0;
virtual Lval<T> operator()(int v1, int h1, int v, int h) = 0;
virtual Lval<T> block(int v1, int h1) = 0;
virtual T& local(int v1, int h1, int v, int h) = 0;
virtual T& local_block(int v1, int h1) = 0;
};

template<class T, int VPS, int HPS, int VIS, int HIS, int IBS>
class SpreadImage: public SpreadImages<T, VPS, HPS>{

public:
SpreadImage(int tag)
 : SpreadImages<T, VPS, HPS>(tag, VIS, HIS, IBS)
{}

~SpreadImage(){}

//access to pixel:
//((v_pix, h_pix) refers to pixel in the whole image

Lval<T> operator()(int v_pix, int h_pix){
    return SpreadArray<T>::operator()(v_pix/(VIS/VPS),
        h_pix/(HIS/HPS),
        (v_pix%(VIS/VPS))/IBS,
        (h_pix%(HIS/HPS))/IBS,
        (v_pix%(VIS/VPS))%IBS,
        (h_pix%(HIS/HPS))%IBS);
}
//access to pixel in a square block of the whole image:
//(v_block, h_block) refers to given block in image
//(v_pix, h_pix) refers to pixel in the block wrt bottom left corner

Lval<T> operator()(int v_block, int h_block, int v_pix, int h_pix){
    int hh_pix = h_block*IBS + h_pix;
    int vv_pix = v_block*IBS + v_pix;
    return SpreadArray<T>::operator()(vv_pix/(VIS/VPS),
                                       hh_pix/(HIS/HPS),
                                       (vv_pix%(VIS/VPS))/IBS,
                                       (hh_pix%(HIS/HPS))/IBS,
                                       (vv_pix%(VIS/VPS))%IBS,
                                       (hh_pix%(HIS/HPS))%IBS);
}

//access to square block:
//(v_block, h_block) refers to block in the whole image,
//actually the pixel in its bottom left corner

Lval<T> block(int v_block, int h_block){
    return operator()(v_block, h_block, 0, 0);
}

//local access to pixel in a square block of image:
//(v_block, h_block) refers to a local block of image
//(v_pix, h_pix) refers to pixel in the block wrt bottom left corner

T& local(int v_block, int h_block, int v_pix, int h_pix){
    return to_local_ptr()[(v_block*(HIS/HPS) + h_block*IBS + v_pix)*IBS + h_pix];
}

//access to square local block:
//(v_block, h_block) refers to local block,

T& local_block(int v_block, int h_block){
    return local(v_block, h_block, 0, 0);
}
//conversion from local coordinates of pixel in a block to
//the offset of pixel relative to the beginning of block

int to_linear_addr(int v_pix, int h_pix){
    return v_pix*IBS + h_pix;
}

//compute the v_coordinate of a pixel in the whole image
//from v_coord of processor, v_coord of block in processor
//and v_coord of pixel in block

int v_spread_to_bidim(int v_proc, int v_block, int v_pix){
    return (VIS/VPS)*v_proc + IBS*v_block + v_pix;
}

//compute the h_coordinate of a pixel in the whole image
//from h_coord of processor, h_coord of block in processor
//and h_coord of pixel in block

int h_spread_to_bidim(int h_proc, int h_block, int h_pix){
    return (HIS/HPS)*h_proc + IBS*h_block + h_pix;
}
);

7.1.2 Example 2

This example describes the class SpreadQuadtree. The first phase of the segmentation algorithm builds a spread array of quadtree records. There is one quadtree record generated per image block. The second phase builds a graph of connected homogeneous square regions from this spread array. It extensively makes use of the SpreadQuadtree access functions that allows for symbolic access (indexing) to the records.

template<int VPS, int HPS, int VIS, int HIS, int IBS>
class SpreadQuadtree: public SpreadArray<Quadtree_rcd>{

    public:

    SpreadQuadtree(int tag)
        : SpreadArray<Quadtree_rcd>(tag, VPS, HPS, (VIS/IBS)/VPS, (HIS/IBS)/HPS, 2)
        { for(int v = 0; v < (VIS/IBS)/VPS; v++)
for(int h = 0; h < (HIS/IBS)/HPS; h++){
    (local(v, h)).v_block = v;
    (local(v, h)).h_block = h;
}

~SpreadQuadtree(){
    for(int v = 0; v < (VIS/IBS)/VPS; v++)
        for(int h = 0; h < (HIS/IBS)/HPS; h++)
            delete []local(v, h).qt_heap_ptr;
    //these were created in split_one_block()
}

//access to Quadtree_rcd slot in the whole SpreadQuadtree array:
//(v_proc, h_proc) refers to processor
//(v_slot, h_slot) to slot in processor

Lval<Quadtree_rcd> operator()(int v_proc, int h_proc,
                               int v_slot, int h_slot){
    return SpreadArray<Quadtree_rcd>::operator()(v_proc, h_proc,
                                                 v_slot, h_slot);
}

//local access to Quadtree_rcd slot:
//(v_slot, h_slot) are local slot coordinates

Quadtree_rcd& local(int v_slot, int h_slot){
    return to_local_ptr()[v_slot*(HIS/IBS)*HPS + h_slot];
}

//conversion from local coordinates of a SpreadQuadtree slot into
//the offset of the slot relative to the beginning of local section

int to_linear_addr(int v_slot, int h_slot){
    return v_slot*((HIS/IBS)/HPS) + h_slot;
}

//check locality of access
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// (v_proc, h_proc) are processor coordinates

int is_local(int v_proc, int h_proc) {
    if (self_address == v_proc*HPS + h_proc)
        return 1;
    else
        return 0;
}
}

7.1.3 Example 3

In the reduction phase the algorithm needs to use a global structure SpreadLinkArrayTr intended to link the edge descriptors to one another. There is a table of edge descriptors per vertex on each node. SpreadLinkArrayTr actually is an abstraction re-mapping triangular arrays as spread arrays (symmetry of vertex relationship in this problem).

template<int VPS, int HPS>
class SpreadLinkArrayTr: public SpreadArray<Link_rcd_pair> {

    int size;

public:

    //SpreadLinkArrayTr exactly has the size s required and no more.
    //It actually maps a triangular array to a rectangular one.
    //X is an int parameter that can be used to get the right load balance
    //farest repartition) of the triangular array.
    //((s-1)(s+2))/2 +1) is the linear size of the triangular array,
    //where s is the vertical (and horizontal size) of complete array.
    //The horizontal size of the local arrays in SpreadLinkArrayTr is:
    //(!((s-1)(s+2))/2 +1)%((VPS*HPS*X)?
    //((s-1)(s+2))/2 +1)/(VPS*HPS*X):
    //((s-1)(s+2))/2 +1)/(VPS*HPS*X+1);
    //the vertical size is X.

    SpreadLinkArrayTr(int tag, int s)
        : SpreadArray<Link_rcd_pair>(tag, X, VPS*HPS,
            (!((s-1)(s+2))/2 +1)%((VPS*HPS*X)?


```c
(((s-1)(s+2))/2 +1)/(VPS*HPS*X):
(((s-1)(s+2))/2 +1)/(VPS*HPS*X+1), 2)
{
    size = s;
}

SpreadLinkArrayTr()

Lval<Link_rcd_pair>operator()(int v, int h){

    //access is considered as performed in the upper triangle (arbitrary).
    //Note that getting access to (v, h) thus is the same as getting access
    //to (h, v). The procedure automatically put the pair in the form (i, j)
    //with i>=j. v and h must be in the range 0, size-1.

    if(v > size-1 || h > size-1){
        printf("on node %d: incorrect access to triangular array\n", 
               self_address);
        preempt();
    }

    if(v > h){
        int h1 = h; h = v; v = h1;
    }

    //((v*(v+3))/2 + h + 1 - s is the linear rank of (v, h) element
    //in the upper triangular array starting from element (0, s-1).
    //For efficiency reasons, the access pointer is constrained to
    //satisfy proc_id == 0 and offset == 0. We do not make use here
    //of the SpreadArray<Link_rcd_pair> access function. That would
    //be too general for our purpose. This one is more efficient.

    if(get_proc_id() || get_offset()){
        printf("on node %d: incorrect access to triangular array\n", 
               self_address);
        preempt();
    }
    rank_to_coord((v*(v+3))/2 + h + 1 - s);
```
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```
coor_to_ref(get_SA_attr_ptr())->index_ptr, sizeof(Link_rcd_pair));
```
}

7.1.4 Spread array declaration
Spread array declarations can be explicitly or implicitly performed.

Explicit declaration

**Constructor**

```
template<class T>
SpreadArray<T>::SpreadArray(int t, int s0, int s2,..., int sn, int m);
```

**Declaration form**

```
SpreadArray<type> name(t, s0, s2,..., sn, m);
```

This declares a spread array of type data. The name of the spread array is name. It has n+1 dimensions, the first m of which (m<=n+1) are spread dimensions. t is the tag associated to the spread array as a SpreadArray is implicitly considered as global data. t must be a non 0 tag given as DIR(integer) (a tag given as INDIR(integer) would not make sense).

Currently, the number n is limited to 7 but can be increased at the expense of a minor expansion that needs to be performed on the code of the library.

Global synchronization

A spread array construction or destruction needs be globally synchronized for the data to be defined before any processor starts performing access to them. For efficiency reasons, global synchronization is not automatically performed in the spread array constructor and destructor itself. This is left to the user who is expected to gather these operations as much as possible in order to reduce the cost of barrier synchronizations.

Notes

- Getting a SpreadArray class with implicitly synchronized constructors and destructors is straightforward by deriving a new class, say SpreadArray_s, from SpreadArray with constructors and a destructors that just perform a synchronization barrier.
• When performing a global (barrier) synchronization, one should use one of the functions: `void flush();` or `void flush(int n);` (see section 5). They perform the same job as a usual barrier but additionally perform polling so possibly not yet completed read/write functions can complete. The flush functions perform a distributed completion of read/write functions by reducing local completion upon a processor virtual tree and broadcasting global completion down the tree. The degree of reduction/broadcasting virtual tree can be passed as an argument to the second function.

• When the non-synchronized declaration mode is used, one should be aware that the destructors are silently called at the end of blocks so global synchronization should explicitly be performed at the end of each block containing `SpreadArray` declarations. Making use of synchronized declarations and switching to non-synchronized ones at the performance optimization stage could be a good practice.

**Examples**

• `SpreadArray<int> SA(tag, 4, 5, 2, 2);`

  declares SA as a SpreadArray of int-typed data. SA has 2 spread dimensions with size 4 and 5 respectively and one internal dimension with size 2.

• In example 1, the class `SpreadImages` derives from a SpreadArray with 2 spread and 2 internal dimensions of any T-typed data:

  `SpreadArray<T>(tag, VPS, HPS, (VIS/IBS)/VPS, (HIS/IBS)/HPS, IBS, IBS, 2)`

• In example 2, `SpreadQuadtree` derives from a SpreadArray with 2 spread and 1 internal dimension of any Quadtree rcd-typed data:

  `SpreadArray<Quadtree rcd>(tag, VPS, HPS, (VIS/IBS)/VPS, (HIS/IBS)/HPS, 2)`

• In example 3, `SpreadLinkArrayTr` derives from a SpreadArray with 2 spread and 1 internal dimensions of Link rcd pair-typed data:

  `SpreadArray<Link rcd pair>(tag, X, VPS*HPS, 
  (!((s - 1)(s + 2))/2 + 1)%VPS * HPS * X)?
(((s - 1)(s + 2))/2 + 1)/(VPS * HPS * X):
(((s - 1)(s + 2))/2 + 1)/(VPS * HPS * X) + 1), 2)

Implicit declaration

Constructor

template<class T>
SpreadArray<T>::SpreadArray(int t, int *d_ptr, int *s_ptr, int s_nb, int i_nb);

Declaration form

SpreadArray<typename> name(t, d_ptr, s_ptr, s_nb, i_nb);

This declares a SpreadArray of type data with name name. The spread and internal dimensions are supplied in the array pointed to by d_ptr and s_ptr respectively. There are s_nb and i_nb spread and internal dimensions respectively. t is the tag attached to the SpreadArray. t must be a non 0 tag given as DIR(integer) (using indirect handle would not make sense).

Example

The explicit declaration given earlier can be turned into this implicit one:

```cpp
int s_ptr[2] = {4, 5};
int i_ptr[1] = {2};
SpreadArray<int> SA(tag, s_ptr, i_ptr, 2, 1);
```

Getting the local base of a SpreadArray

```cpp
template<class T>
T *SpreadArray<T>::::toLocalPtr();
```

The function is to be used for access to the local section of a SpreadArray.
Data structures generated for a SpreadArray

The declaration of a SpreadArray gives rise to the generation of data structures for storing and retrieving data in the SpreadArray. Two data records are created for this purpose:

- a S-GPType global pointer record,
- a SA_attributes record.

The internal structure of global pointer records is described in section 6.1. The members of the S-GPType global pointer record generated by a SpreadArray creation are set as follows:

- **proc_id**: 0 (note this is not the null value NOPID),
- **tag**: non 0 and direct tag attached to the SpreadArray,
- **offset**: 0 (note this is not the null value NOFFST),
- **attributes_ptr**: pointer to the SA_attributes record attached to the SpreadArray,
- **ctrl_ptr**: NOCP (i.e. 0).

The SA_attributes record holds the set of data that describes the spread and internal dimensions of the SpreadArray. these data are used for index expression decoding.

7.2 Spread pointers

An S-GPType global pointer is automatically generated each time a SpreadArray is created which is more simply denoted as a *spread pointer*. A spread pointer is a restricted U-GPType global pointer for which:

- the tag must be associated a direct data handle and be different from 0,
- the attributes_ptr is set with the pointer to a SA_attributes record.

Any U-GPType global pointer can be turned into a spread pointer by setting these two members appropriately. This can be performed by assigning a SpreadArray or spread pointer identifier to the global pointer by using the global pointer constructors described in section 6.5 or by individually setting the global pointer members with the functions presented in section 6.12. The type of a spread pointer can be checked by using the function get_gptr_type() described in section 6.2.
Example

\[
\text{SpreadArray<} \text{int}\text{>} \ SA(1, 4, 5, 2, 2); \\
\text{Star<} \text{int}\text{>} \ SA\_\text{crt1}(SA); \\
\text{Star<} \text{int}\text{>} \ SA\_\text{crt2} = SA;
\]

7.3 Operations on spread pointers

It was earlier noted that a spread pointer is a S-GPType global pointer. All operators that apply
to global pointers and are described in section 6 thus apply to spread pointers. Some operators
however apply with different semantics and there is an additional indexing operator.

7.3.1 Spread pointer based predicates

\[
== \text{ same proc} \_ \text{id, same tag, same offset, same } SA\_\text{attributes} \_ \text{ptr, and same ctrl} \_ \text{ptr.}
\]
\[
> \ (\text{lhs proc} \_ \text{id} > \text{rhs proc} \_ \text{id and same offset) or lhs offset > rhs offset) \text{ and same tag, same}
   \text{SA} \_ \text{attributes} \_ \text{ptr and same ctrl} \_ \text{ptr.}
\]
\[
>= (\text{lhs proc} \_ \text{id} >= \text{rhs proc} \_ \text{id and same offset) or lhs offset >= rhs offset) \text{ and same tag, same}
   \text{SA} \_ \text{attributes} \_ \text{ptr and same ctrl} \_ \text{ptr.}
\]
\[
< (\text{lhs proc} \_ \text{id} < \text{rhs proc} \_ \text{id and same offset) or lhs offset < rhs offset) \text{ and same tag, same}
   \text{SA} \_ \text{attributes} \_ \text{ptr and same ctrl} \_ \text{ptr.}
\]
\[
<= (\text{lhs proc} \_ \text{id} <= \text{rhs proc} \_ \text{id and same offset) or lhs offset <= rhs offset) \text{ and same tag, same}
   \text{SA} \_ \text{attributes} \_ \text{ptr and same ctrl} \_ \text{ptr.}
\]
\[
!= \text{ different proc} \_ \text{id or different local} \_ \text{ptr or different } SA\_\text{attributes} \_ \text{ptr and same tag, same}
   \text{SA} \_ \text{attributes} \_ \text{ptr and same ctrl} \_ \text{ptr.}
\]

7.3.2 Spread pointer arithmetic operators

The semantics of usual operators: +, -, ++(pre/post), -(pre/post), +-=, -= follows the wrapping
rule described earlier in section 7.1.

7.3.3 Indexing ‘()’

A spread pointer attached to a spread array can be used for accessing the data held in it via
indexing. Address computing is done according to the wrapping rule described in section 7.1 and
makes use of the pointer to the \text{SA} \_ \text{attributes} record attached to the spread array. Note that the
current \text{offset} value of the spread pointer also takes part to the address computation. Indexing
provides a \textit{Lval} that can subsequently be used with \texttt{operator=()} (see section 6.7), \texttt{operator T()} (see section 6.8), or as an argument to a global \texttt{read/write} function (see sections 6.9 and 6.10).

### 7.4 Remote Arrays

A remote array is a data structure that is created on a processor but is intended to be accessed from remote ones.

#### 7.4.1 Example

The Image segmentation algorithm runs a load-balancing procedure in its third phase that is expected to keep the number of vertices attached to the processors approximately balanced as the reduction process goes on. The load balancing procedure is executed from time to time when the current load appears not to be uniformly spread.

When it is started, the load balancing procedure builds an array on each overloaded node. Each slot is assigned to a given under-loaded processor. As the load-balancing procedure is executed, the array is remotely used by the under-loaded processors for writing the number of vertices they decide to get from this node and the location in their local memories into which these vertices should be imported. Each under-loaded processor uses the slot it has been assigned. Writing is remotely done by the under-loaded processors in a subsequent step and in a way transparent to the overloaded one.

Symetrically, each under-loaded processor build an array for vertices that are to be imported to their local memories by overloaded processors. These arrays are used by the overloaded processors for writing in the same transparent way. Such arrays typically are remote arrays (i.e. defined at some location for being transparently accessed from some other remote ones).

Below is a code segment (extracted from the load-balancing procedure) that gives the flavor of how this can be written with the ARCH library.

```c
RemoteArray<Load_picked_up> *export_data;
RemoteArray<Vertex_rcd> *import_data;

if(over_or_under_load > 0)
   //processor is overloaded. There are as much slots in array
   //export_data as there are underloaded processors
   export_data = new RemoteArray<Load_picked_up> (tag1, underloaded_nb);
else
   if(over_or_under_load < 0)
      //processor is underloaded. There are as much slots in array
      //import_data as there are vertices that need to be imported
```

import_data = new RemoteArray<Vertex_rcd>(tag2, -over_or_under_load);

  //the members proc_id and ctrl_ptr have been initialized with the
  //null values NOPID, NOCP. offset with 0

  //global synchronization for global data to be created everywhere before
  //each processor starts getting access to them.
  barrier();

  //As the procedure is executed in the user-controlled-completion mode,
  // RWCtrl data record is constructed and pointer to it is loaded in
  // export_data’s ctrl_ptr member.
  RWCtrl ctrl( (func)upon_end_of_RW, (void *)rw_c);
  export_data.set_ctrl(&ctrl);

  //proc_id is only known dynamically. this line setup proc_id
  //that was initialized with NOPID
  export_data.set_proc_id(over_loaded_proc_id);

  //counter in object rw_c is incremented and remote access is started
  rw_c->more_writing(1);
  //Load_requested record is built and written into the remote export_data
  // array in slot attached there to this underloaded processor.
  write_c(export_data(underloaded_rank),
  Load_requested(self_address, import_data_index, nb_of_vertices));

  //program keep on executing

  //the handler upon_end_of_RW() decrements counter in object rw_c
  //wait here while counter value is !=0
  wait_while(RW_not_complete);
7.4.2 Remote array declaration

Explicit declaration

**Constructor**

template<class T>  
RemoteArray<T>::RemoteArray(int tag, unsigned d0,..., unsigned dn);

**Declaration form**

RemoteArray<type> name(t, d0, ..., dn);

declares a remote array of *type* data with name *name*. The array has n+1 dimensions. Currently, n is limited to 7 but can be increased at the expense of a minor expansion that would need to be performed on the code of the library.

*t* is the tag associated to the spread array as a SpreadArray is implicitly considered as global data. *t* **must** be a non 0 tag given as *DIR(integer)* (only attaching direct handle makes sense).

**Global synchronization**

A remote array construction or destruction needs be globally synchronized for the data to be defined before any processor starts performing access to them. For efficiency reasons, global synchronization is not automatically performed in the remote array constructor or destructor itself. This is left to the user who is expected to gather these operations as much as possible in order to reduce the cost of barrier synchronizations.

**Notes**

- Getting a *RemoteArray* class with implicitly synchronized constructors and destructors is straightforward by deriving a new class, say *RemoteArray_s*, from *RemoteArray* with constructors and a destructors that just perform a synchronization barrier.

- When performing a global (barrier) synchronization, one should use one of the functions: 
  *void flush();* or *void flush(int n)*; (see section 5). They perform the same job as a usual barrier but additionally polls so possibly not yet completed *read/write* functions can complete. The flush functions perform a distributed completion of *read/write* functions by reducing local completion upon a processor virtual tree and broadcasting global completion down the tree. The degree of reduction/broadcasting tree can be passed as an argument to the second function.
• When the non-synchronized declaration mode is used, one should be aware that the destructors are silently called at the end of blocks so global synchronization should explicitly be performed at the end of each block containing RemoteArray declarations. Making use of synchronized declarations and switching to non-synchronized ones at the performance optimization stage could be a good practice.

Examples

RemoteArray<Load_picked_up> *export_data;
RemoteArray<Vertex_rcd> *import_data;

Implicit declaration

Constructor

template<class T>
RemoteArray<T>::RemoteArray(int tag, unsigned *dim_ptr, unsigned dim_nb);

Declaration form

RemoteArray<type> name(t, dim_ptr, dim_nb);

declares a RemoteArray of type data with name name. The dimensions are supplied in the array pointed to by dim_ptr and the number of dimensions in dim_nb.

t is the tag associated to the spread array as a SpreadArray is implicitly considered as global data. t must be a non 0 tag given as DIR(integer).

Example

the declaration below generates a 3-dimensional RemoteArray on each node.

int dim_ptr[2] = {4, 5, 2};
RemoteArray<int> SA(tag, dim_ptr, 3);

Getting the local base of a RemoteArray

template<class T>
T *RemoteArray<T>::to_local_ptr();

The function is to be used for access to the local section of a RemoteArray.
Data structures generated for a RemoteArray

The declaration of a RemoteArray gives rise to the generation of data structures for storing and retrieving data in the RemoteArray. Two data records are created for this purpose:

- a R-GPType pointer record,
- a RA_attributes record.

The internal structure of global pointer records is described in section 6.1. The members of the R-GPType global pointer record generated by a SpreadArray creation are set as follows:

- **proc_id**: NOPID (i.e. PROC_NB, an impossible value for proc_id),
- **tag**: non 0 and direct tag attached to the RemoteArray,
- **offset**: 0 (note this is not the null value NOFFST),
- **attributes_ptr**: pointer to the RA_attributes record attached to the RemoteArray,
- **ctrl_ptr**: NOCP (i.e. 0),

The RA_attributes record holds the set of data that describes the spread and internal dimensions of the RemoteArray. These data are used for index expression decoding.

7.5 Remote pointers

A R-GPType global pointer is automatically generated each time a RemoteArray is created which is more simply denoted as a *remote pointer*. A spread pointer is a restricted U-GPType global pointer for which:

- the tag must be associated a direct data handle and be different from 0,
- the attributes_ptr is set with the pointer to a RA_attributes record.

Any U-GPType global pointer can be turned into a remote pointer by setting these two members appropriately. This can be performed by assigning a RemoteArray or remote pointer identifier to the global pointer by using the global pointer constructors described in section 6.5 or by individually setting the global pointer members with the functions presented in section 6.12. The type of a remote pointer can be checked by using the function get_gptr_type() described in section 6.2.
Example

RemoteArray<int> RA(1, 4, 5, 2);
Star<int> RA_crt1(SA);
Star<int> RA_crt2 = RA;

7.6 Operations on remote pointers

It was noted earlier that a remote pointer is a R-GPType global pointer. All operators that apply to global pointers and are described in section 6 thus apply to remote pointers. Some operators however apply with different semantics and there is an additional indexing operator.

7.6.1 Remote pointer based predicates

== same proc_id and same tag and same offset and same attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

> same local_ptr and same tag and lhs offset > rhs offset and same attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

>= same local_ptr and same tag and lhs offset >= rhs offset and same attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

< same local_ptr and same tag and lhs offset < rhs offset and same attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

<= same local_ptr and same tag and lhs offset <= rhs offset and same attributes_ptr and same ctrl_ptr.

!= different proc_id or different tag or different offset or different attributes_ptr or different ctrl_ptr.

7.6.2 Remote pointer arithmetic operators

The semantics of usual operators: +, -, ++(pre/post), -(pre/post), +=, -=, follow the rules of the regular arithmetic.

7.6.3 Indexing ‘()’

A remote pointer attached to a remote array can be used for accessing the data held in it via indexing. Address computing is done according to regular arithmetic. Note that the current offset value of the remote pointer also takes part to the address computation. Indexing provides a Lval that can subsequently be used with operator=() (see section 6.7), operator T() (see section 6.8), or as an argument to a global read/write function (see sections 6.9 and 6.10).
8 User controlled send and recv

The *send/recv* functions that are described in the section 3 are completely monitored by the local scheduler. This is enough for machine with fast context-switching. For slower context-switching machines, it is a good strategy to avoid switching contexts as much as possible. In particular when the user program has only one thread. This section describes communication functions with *user-controlled completion* that helps achieve this objective.

8.1 ChanR_c class

Using a *ChanR_c* channel allows one to synchronize processes running on separate processors. As opposed to what is done for *ChanR* channels section 3, the completion of *send* and *recv* functions applied to *ChanR_c* channels is expected to be explicitly monitored by the user via a completion handler.

8.1.1 Constructor

    ChanR_c(int tag, int remote_proc);

8.1.2 Declaration forms

    ChanR_c name(tag, remote_proc, length);

    This declares a channel intended to carry pure synchronization signals. Termination is controlled by the user at both ends of the channel. This is performed in the same spirit as for *read/write* functions (see section 5 and section 8.1.3 below).

8.1.3 Completion handler

*ChanR_c* channels are tools for building virtual communication networks over the set of processors. The data structure representing a *ChanR_c* on a node holds both a sender and receiver side record. The following functions allow both records to be loaded with the pointer to a completion handler.

    typedef void (*HSR_ptr)(ChanR_c *);

    void ChanR_c::set_ctrl_recv(HSR_ptr handler, void *arg);
This function sets the \textit{ChanR.c} object it is applied to with two pointers one to a completion handler and another to its arguments. These data are loaded in the sender side record.

\begin{verbatim}
void ChanR_c::set_ctrl_send(HSR_ptr handler, void *arg);
\end{verbatim}

This function sets the \textit{ChanR.c} object it is applied to with two pointers one to a completion handler and another to its arguments. These data are loaded in the receiver side record.

in both cases \textit{handler} is a function with the profile below:

\begin{verbatim}
void handler(ChanR_c *ptr);
\end{verbatim}

Upon completion the system dynamically binds \textit{ptr} to the \textit{ChanR.c} channel supporting the \textit{send/recv} operation. The handler can get access to all relevant information via \textit{ptr} using the following \textit{Chan.c} member functions:

- **on sender side:**

  \begin{verbatim}
  int get_remote_proc_s(); //processor message was sent to,
  Thread *get_thread_ptr_s(); //thread in which execution takes place,
  HSR_ptr get_func_ptr_s(); //pointer to send completion handler,
  void *get_arg_s(); //pointer to additional arguments,
  int get_data_size_s(); //size of last message sent (nb of bytes),
  //for ChanR.c, meaningful only for derived
  //template<class T> ChanRD_c
  \end{verbatim}

- **on receiver side:**

  \begin{verbatim}
  int get_remote_proc_r(); //processor message was received from,
  Thread *get_thread_ptr_r(); //thread in which execution takes place,
  HSR_ptr get_func_ptr_r(); //pointer to recv completion handler,
  void *get_arg_r(); //pointer to additional arguments,
  int get_data_size_r(); //size of last message received (nb of bytes),
  //for ChanR.c, meaningful only for derived
  //template<class T> ChanRD_c
  \end{verbatim}

- **on both sender and receiver side:**

  \begin{verbatim}
  int get_max_data_size(); //tag attached to ChanR.c,
  int get_tag(); //maximum size of messages ChanR.c can carry,
  \end{verbatim}
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// (nb of bytes), 0 for ChanR_c, meaningful
// only for derived templat class T> ChanRD_c

8.1.4 Synchronization functions

void ChanR_c::send_s();
void ChanR_c::send_r();
void ChanR_c::recv();

send_s returns immediately but completion occurs only when recv is executed at the other end of the ChanR_c both functions are applied to. send_r is delayed until recv is is executed at the other end of the ChanR_c channel both are applied. These follow the semantics of MPI send/recv functions (see MPI manual).

8.2 ChanRD_c class

These channels are intended for synchronization and/or message passing with a user controlled completion that is performed the same as we already described for ChanR_c channels.

8.2.1 Constructor

template <class T>
ChanRD_c::ChanRD_c(int tag, int remote_proc, int max_data_length=1);

8.2.2 Declaration form

ChanRD_c<type> name (tag, remote_proc, length);

This declares a channel that can perform synchronized and/or non-synchronized communications. On both ends of the channel, completion is controlled by a handler supplied by the user. The length argument is the maximum length of messages the channel is expected to carry.

8.2.3 Termination handler

ChanRD_c channels are tools for building virtual communication networks over the set of processors. The data structure representing a ChanRD_c on a node has both a sender and receiver side record.
These functions set a ChanRD·c channel with completion handler and arguments in the same way as what was described for ChanR·c channels. Data can be used in handler that can be accessed via the set of functions already described above: section 8.1.3 complemented with the following three functions:

- on sender side: void *get_data_ptr_s(); //source address of message
- on receiver side: void *get_data_ptr_r(); //destination address of message
- on both sender and receiver sides: int get_Tsize(); //size of T type

### 8.2.4 Communication/synchronization functions

template <class T>
void ChanRD·c::send(T *msg_from_ptr, int l=1);

template <class T>
void ChanRD·c::send_b(T *msg_from_ptr, int l=1);

template <class T>
void ChanRD·c::send_s(T *msg_from_ptr, int l=1);

template <class T>
void ChanRD·c::send_r(T *msg_from_ptr, int l=1);

template <class T>
void ChanRD·c::recv(T *msg_to_ptr);

These communication and/or synchronization functions can be applied to a ChanRD·c<type> channel. The msg_from_ptr and msg_to_ptr arguments stand for the source and destination of the current message. The l parameter defines the length of the current message (as a number of T-typed items). This value is checked against the maximum value supplied at channel declaration.
time. All functions return immediately. The behavior of functions follows the semantics of similar MPI functions (see MPI manual).

### 8.2.5 Example

This example is borrowed from the image segmentation algorithm. The code fragments are parts of the load-balancing procedure that is expected to keep the load over the set of processors approximately uniform. The load of a node is the number of vertices of the distributed graph held by the node. The code fragments are part of the sequence that performs circulation of load offers.

```cpp
chan_c = new ChanRD_c<Load_offered>(tag, (self_address+1)%PROC_NB)
.
SR_count sr_c;
chan_c->set_ctrl_send((func)upon_end_of_SR, &sr_c);
chan_c->set_ctrl_recv((func)upon_end_of_SR, &sr_c);
.
.
sr_c.more_SR(2);
chan_c->send(&load_offered_out);
chan_c->recv(&load_offered_in);
.
.
wait_while(SR_not_complete);
```
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A Pointers to the files in the library

A.1 Package presentation

The source files are in ./Src, the documentation file in ./Doc. I am providing a set of test programs in ./Test. I am also providing in ./RegGrow the files of the image segmentation algorithm that I have used to illustrate the documentation. The program shows how the library can contribute to developing real world parallel programs with dynamic load balancing involved. Please, note that I am still working on it. The whole file system compiles well. Some of the procedures are fully tested others need additional testing and some local data structures will probably change in the future.

A.2 Making the Library

Read ./Makefile and change the path-variable setting (include and libraries) to adapt to the system installation is performed on. Just enter ”make” to make the ARCH library. The .o files, libarch.a and the include files are respectively created in ./ARCH.obj, ./Lib and ./Include.

Before making the library you should take a look at ‘./Src/A.setconfig’. There are defined all the constants you might want to change to customize your installation. This file also provides a set of ‘#define’ directives, each corresponding to a target processor. Selecting a particular one will allow the system to generate the context-switching procedure suitable to the platform you are installing on.

Two versions of the library are available. One runs makes use of MPI-F and X1c and is intended for use on the IBM-SP2. The other one makes use of MPICH and g++ and should run on any system where these are available.

A.3 Using the library

Let <arch_lib_path> be the path to the base directory the library was created into. To use the library copy the Makefile you find in <arch_lib_path>/Test or in <arch_lib_path>/RegGrow. Change the INSTALL_DIR variable and the path variable setting to adapt to installation. You should first try some of the test programs to check the installation (take a look at the lines in Makefile corresponding to compiling and linking test programs). Next you can derive your own Makefiles.

Also take a look at the ‘./Src/A.environment’ file. There can dynamically be redefined all constants set up in the ‘./Src/A.setconfig’ file. This file also contains the definition of important global variables such as ‘self_address’ (processor rank in current run) and ‘PROC_NB’ (number of processors in current run).

The toy programs that appear in the next appendix section are in the files testdoci.C, with 1 <= i <= 11. Playing with them could help you get started.
A.4 Source files

A.4.1 Threads, processes and scheduling
A.sched.h, 
A.sched.C.

A.4.2 Synchronous message passing
A.syncSR.h, 
A.syncSR.C.

A.4.3 User controlled message passing
A.ucontrSR.h, 
A.ucontrSR.C.

A.4.4 Remote read/write
A.remoteRW.h, 
A.remoteRW.C, 
A.store.h, 
A.store.C, 
A.get.h, 
A.get.C.

A.4.5 Polling, standard distributed termination procedures
A.poll-flush.h, 
A.poll-flush.C.

A.4.6 Global-typed data
A.Global-data.h.
A.4.7 Spread/Remote Arrays and data structure

A.spread.interface.h,
A.spread.intern.C;
A.spread.intern.h.

A.4.8 environment files

A.environment,
A.setconfig,
A.class-declaration.
B sample programs

B.1 Sample program 1: Thread and processes

The nodes run independently from one another. The root process creates and runs two Proc instances that respectively run two Proc instances in turn (recursion on process creation). This code was one used to test the main scheduling functions.

The A.environment file brings down the library and a standard macro: MAIN that expends into the standard main() function. This function creates the scheduler data structures, starts the scheduler and schedules an instance of the Root_proc process class whose name is passed to the MAIN macro).

```cpp
#include "A.environment"
#include "A.utilities"

//user program

class Proc: public Process{

public:
    int pid;
    int step;

    Proc(int p, int s)
        : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Proc::body){pid = p; step = s;}

    void body(){
        printf("node %d, in proc %d before loop at step %d\n",
              self_address, pid, step);
        int i;
        for(i = 0; i < 20; i++){
            printf("node %d, proc %d in for loop, i = %d\n",
                   self_address, pid, i);
            reschedule();
        }
        printf("node %d, in proc %d after for loop at step %d\n",
               self_address, pid, step);
        if(step<1){
            Proc *proc1 = new Proc(pid*10 + 1, step+1);
            Proc *proc2 = new Proc(pid*10 + 2, step+1);
        }
    }
```
```c
Process *proc_tabl[2] = {proc1, proc2};
int pri[2] = {1, 1};
par(2, proc_tabl, pri);
delete proc1;
delete proc2;
}
printf("on node %d, proc %d the end at step %d\n",
    self_address, pid, step);
}
}

class Root_proc: public Process{

public:

    Root_proc()
        : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

    void body(){
        printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body1\n", self_address);
        Proc *proc1 = new Proc(1, 0);
        Proc *proc2 = new Proc(2, 0);
        printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body2\n", self_address);
        Process *proc_tabl[2] = {proc1, proc2};
        int pri[2] = {1, 1};
        par(2, proc_tabl, pri);
        printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body4\n", self_address);
        delete proc1;
        delete proc2;
    }

};

//end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
```
B.2 Sample program 2: Threads, processes and synchronous communication

This code runs processes that communicate and synchronize via the synchronous message passing functions offered in the library. Process creation structure is partly similar to that in the previous sample program. The program below involves an additional process Sync which the Proc processes communicate and synchronize with. The first two levels Proc processes synchronize and communicate with the Sync processes respectively located on the left and right processors. The Sync processes handle non-deterministic message reception with the alt function. The four second level Proc processes also synchronize and communicate with the Sync processes but locally. The Sync processes once again handle non-deterministic message reception with the alt function.

```cpp
#include "A.environment"

//user program

#define B 5

ChanLD<int> *chan[4];

class Id{
    public:
        int processor_Id;
        int process_Id;
    }

ChanRD<Id> *proc_to_left;
ChanRD<Id> *proc_to_right;

class Proc: public Process{

    public:
        int pid;
        int step;
        Id id;

    Proc(int p, int s): Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Proc::body){
        pid = p;
        step = s;
```
id.processor_Id = self_address;
id.process_Id = pid;
}

void body(){

    printf("node %d, in proc %d before loop, step %d\n",
            self_address, pid, step);
    int i;
    for(i = 0; i < B; i++){
        printf("node %d, proc %d in for loop, i = %d\n",
                self_address, pid, i);
        reschedule();
    }

    printf("node %d, in proc %d after for loop, step %d\n",
            self_address, pid, step);

    if(step==0 && pid==1 && self_address>0){
        proc_to_left->send(&id);
        printf("node %d, in proc %d, after send left, step %d\n",
                self_address, pid, step);
    }

    if(step==0 && pid==2 && self_address<PROC_NB-1){
        proc_to_right->send(&id);
        printf("node %d, in proc %d after send right, step %d\n",
                self_address, pid, step);
    }

    int index;
    if(step==1){
        if( ((Proc *)father_ptr)->pid == 1 )
            index = pid%10 - 1;
        else
            index = pid%20 + 1;
    }
chan[index]->send(&pid);
printf
("node%d,proc%d after send,step %d,index=%d,data sent:%d\n",
    self_address, pid, step, index, pid);
}

if(step<1){
    Proc *proc1 = new Proc(pid*10 + 1, step+1);
    Proc *proc2 = new Proc(pid*10 + 2, step+1);
    Process *proc_tabl[2] = {proc1, proc2};
    int pri[2] = {1, 1};
    par(2, proc_tabl, pri);
    delete proc1, delete proc2;
}

printf("node %d, proc %d the end at step %d\n",
    self_address, pid, step);
}
}

class Sync: public Process{

public:
    int pid[4];
    Id id_left, id_right;

Sync()
    : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Sync::body){}

void body(){
    printf("node %d, in Sync::body1\n", self_address);
    Alts *alt_table2[2];
    if(self_address > 0 && self_address < PROC_NB-1){
        alt_table2[0] =
            new AltRDrecv<Id>(proc_to_left,
                (Pmf2_ptr)&Sync::alt_body2, 0,
                &id_left);
        alt_table2[1] =
new AltRDrecv<Id>(proc_to_right,
          (Pmf2_ptr)&Sync::alt_body2,
          0,
          &id_right);
AltCtrl * alt_ctlr2 = new AltCtrl(2, alt_table2);

for(int i = 0; i< 2; i++){
    alt(alt_ctlr2);
}
delete alt_table2[0], delete alt_table2[1];
delete alt_ctlr2;

printf("node %d, sync0\n", self_address);
}
if (self_address == 0){

    proc_to_left->recv(&id_left);

    printf
          ("node %d, sync1, id_left.pcr_Id = %d, id_left.prcs_Id = %d\n",
           self_address, id_left.processor_Id, id_left.process_Id);
}
if (self_address == PROC_NB-1){

    proc_to_right->recv(&id_right);

    printf
          ("node %d, sync2, id_right.pcr_Id = %d, id_right.prcs_Id = %d\n",
           self_address, id_right.processor_Id, id_right.process_Id);
}

Alts *alt_table4[4];
alt_table4[0] =
       new AltLDrecv<int>(chan[0],
          (Pmf2_ptr)&Sync::alt_body4,
          0,
          &pid[0]);
alt_table4[1] =
new AltLDrecv<int>(chan[1],
(Pmf2_ptr)&Sync::alt_body4,
0,
&pid[1]);

alt_table4[2] =
new AltLDrecv<int>(chan[2],
(Pmf2_ptr)&Sync::alt_body4,
0,
&pid[2]);

alt_table4[3] =
new AltLDrecv<int>(chan[3],
(Pmf2_ptr)&Sync::alt_body4,
0,
&pid[3]);

AltCtrl *alt_ctrl4 = new AltCtrl(4, alt_table4);
for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++){
    alt(alt_ctrl4);
}

printf("node %d, sync3\n", self_address);

delete alt_table4[0], delete alt_table4[1],
delete alt_table4[2], delete alt_table4[3];
delete alt_ctrl4;
}

void alt_body2(int rank, void *arg_ptr){
    //notice the first implicit parameter

    if(rank==0)
        printf
            ("node%d,alt_body2.%d,id_left.pcr_Id=%d,id_left.prcs_Id=%d\n",
             self_address, rank, id_left.processor_Id, id_left.process_Id);

    if(rank==1)
        printf
            ("node%d,alt_body2.%d,id_right.pcr_Id =%d,id_right.prcs_Id=%d\n",

self_address, rank, id_left.processor_Id, id_left.process_Id);

}

void alt_body4(int rank, void *arg_ptr){
    //notice the first implicit parameter
    printf("node%d,alt_proc%d,pid[%d]=%d,&pid[%d]=%d\n",
           self_address, rank, rank, pid[rank], rank, &pid[rank]);
}

};

class Root_proc: public Process{

public:
    Root_proc()
    : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

    void body(){

        printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body1\n", self_address);
        proc_to_left = new ChanRD<Id>(1, self_address-1);
        //synchronous
        proc_to_right = new ChanRD<Id>(2, self_address+1);
        //synchronous

        flush();

        chan[0] = new ChanLD<int>;
        chan[1] = new ChanLD<int>;
        chan[2] = new ChanLD<int>;
        chan[3] = new ChanLD<int>;

        Proc *proc1 = new Proc(1, 0);
        Proc *proc2 = new Proc(2, 0);
        Sync *sync = new Sync;
printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body2\n", self_address);

Process *proc_tabl[3] = {proc1, proc2, sync};
int pri[3] = {1, 1, 1};
par(3, proc_tabl, pri);

printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body4\n", self_address);

delete proc1, delete proc2;
delete proc_to_left, delete proc_to_right;
delete chan[0], delete chan[1],
delete chan[2], delete chan[3];
}
};

//end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.3 Sample program 3: read/write, spread arrays and user-controlled completion

This program reads/writes from/to spread arrays. Completion of the read/write functions are monitored by a user-supplied handler.

```
#include "A.environment"

// user program

#define d0 4
#define d1 5
#define d2 2

class RW_count{
    public:
        int cnt;

    RW_count(){
        cnt = 0;
    }
    void reset(){
        cnt = 0;
    }
    void more_RW(int i){
        cnt += i;
    }
};

void wait_while(int (*condition)()){  
    while(condition()) // keep on polling condition
        poll();
}

RW_count *count;

void upon_end_of_RW(HRW_rcd *){
    count->cnt++;
}
```
int nc(){
    return (count->cnt < d0*d1*d2);
}

class Root_proc: public Process{

    public:
        Root_proc()
            : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

    void body(){
        printf("\n\nmain() is started\n\n\n");

        int LA0[d0][d1][d2];
        int LA1[d0][d1][d2];
        int LA2[d0][d1][d2];

        SpreadArray<int> SA0(DIR(1), d0, d1, d2, 2);
        SpreadArray<int> SA1(DIR(2), d0, d1, d2, 2);
        SpreadArray<int> SA2(DIR(3), d0, d1, d2, 2);
        //DIR is the only option for SpreadArrays

        flush();

        int *local_ptr0 = SA0.to_local_ptr();
        int *local_ptr1 = SA1.to_local_ptr();
        int *local_ptr2 = SA2.to_local_ptr();

        int d = (d0*d1*d2)/PROC_NB + 1;

        for(int z = 0; z < d; z++){
            local_ptr0[z] = 1000;
            local_ptr1[z] = 1001;
            local_ptr2[z] = 1002;
        }

        flush();

        RW_count c;
count = &c;

int (* not_complete)() = &nc;

RWCtrl ctrl(upon_end_of_RW, 0);
SA0.set_ctrl(&ctrl);
SA1.set_ctrl(&ctrl);
SA2.set_ctrl(&ctrl);

if(self_address == 0){
    for(int i = 0; i < d0; i++)
        for(int j = 0; j < d1; j++)
            for(int k = 0; k < d2; k++){
                write_c(SA0(i, j, k), 50);
            }
    wait_while(not_complete);
    flush();

count->reset();
    for(i = 0; i < d0; i++)
        for(int j = 0; j < d1; j++)
            for(int k = 0; k < d2; k++){
                read_c(LA0[i][j][k], SA2(i, j, k));
            }
    wait_while(not_complete);
    flush();
} else{
    if(self_address == 1){
        for(int i = 0; i < d0; i++)
            for(int j = 0; j < d1; j++)
                for(int k = 0; k < d2; k++){
                    write_c(SA1(i, j, k), 51);
                }
        wait_while(not_complete);
        flush();

count->reset();
        for(i = 0; i < d0; i++)
            for(int j = 0; j < d1; j++)
for(int k = 0; k < d2; k++)
    read_c(LA1[i][j][k], SA0(i, j, k));
}
wait_while(not_complete);
flush();

} else{ //self_address == 2
    for(int i = 0; i < d0; i++)
        for(int j = 0; j < d1; j++)
            for(int k = 0; k < d2; k++)
                write_c(SA2(i, j, k), 52);
    wait_while(not_complete);
    flush();

    count->reset();
    for(int i = 0; i < d0; i++)
        for(int j = 0; j < d1; j++)
            for(int k = 0; k < d2; k++)
                read_c(LA2[i][j][k], SA1(i, j, k));
    wait_while(not_complete);
    flush();
}
}

for(z = 0; z < d; z++)
    printf("node%:local_ptr0=%d,local_ptr0[%d]=%d\n", self_address, local_ptr0, z, local_ptr0[z]);
    printf("node %:local_ptr1=%d,local_ptr1[%d]=%d\n", self_address, local_ptr1, z, local_ptr1[z]);
    printf("node %:local_ptr2=%d,local_ptr2[%d]=%d\n", self_address, local_ptr2, z, local_ptr2[z]);
}

for(int i = 0; i < d0; i++)
    for(int j = 0; j < d1; j++)
        for(int k = 0; k < d2; k++)
            if(self_address == 0)
printf("node \%d: LA0[\%d][\%d][\%d] = \%d\n", self_address, i, j, k, LA0[i][j][k]);
if(self_address == 1)
    printf("node \%d: LA1[\%d][\%d][\%d] = \%d\n", self_address, i, j, k, LA1[i][j][k]);
if(self_address == 2)
    printf("node \%d: LA2[\%d][\%d][\%d] = \%d\n", self_address, i, j, k, LA2[i][j][k]);
}
printf("\n\n\nthe end\n\n\n");
flush();
);

// end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.4 Sample program 4: read/write, remote arrays and user-controlled completion

This program reads/writes from/to remote arrays. Completion of the read/write functions are monitored by a user-supplied handler.

```c
#include "A.environment"

//user program

int count;

void handler(HRW_rcd *)(
    count++;
}

class Root_proc: public Process{

public:
    Root_proc()
        : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body) {} 

    void body(){
        printf("from node %d: this is my rank\n", self_address);

        RemoteArray<int> RA(DIR(1, 3, 2); //DIR is the only possible option for RemoteArrays
        flush();
        Star<int> RA_crt = RA;
        RWCtrl ctrl(handler, 0);

        RA_crt.set_proc_id(self_address);
        RA_crt.set_ctrl(&ctrl);
        RA.set_proc_id(self_address);
        RA.set_ctrl(&ctrl);
```
count = 0;
for (int v = 0; v < 3; v++)
    for (int h = 0; h < 2; h++) {
        write_c(RA_crt(v, h), self_address*10 + v*2+h);
    }

while (count!= 6){
poll();
}

int *RA_l_ptr = RA.to_local_ptr();

printf("node %d: (1)RA = %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\n", self_address, RA_l_ptr[0*2+0], RA_l_ptr[0*2+1], RA_l_ptr[1*2+0], RA_l_ptr[1*2+1], RA_l_ptr[2*2+0], RA_l_ptr[2*2+1]);

int *res = new int[2*3];

for (v = 0; v < 3; v++)
    for (int h = 0; h < 2; h++) {
        res[v*2+h] = 50+v*2+h;
    }

printf("node %d: (1)res = %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\n", self_address, res[0*2+0],res[0*2+1],res[1*2+0],res[1*2+1], res[2*2+0], res[2*2+1]);

RA_crt.set_proc_id((self_address+1)\%PROC_NB);
RA.set_proc_id((self_address+1)\%PROC_NB);

count = 0;
for (v = 0; v < 3; v++)
    for (int h = 0; h < 2; h++) {
        read_c(res[v*2+h], RA(v, h));
        /*another possibility
        read_c(res[v*2+h], RA_crt(v, h));
        */
    }
while(count! = 6){
    poll();
}

flush();

printf("node %d: (2)RA = %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\n", self_address,
        RA_l_ptr[0*2+0], RA_l_ptr[0*2+1], RA_l_ptr[1*2+0],
        RA_l_ptr[1*2+1], RA_l_ptr[2*2+0], RA_l_ptr[2*2+1]);

printf("node %d: (2)res = %d, %d, %d, %d, %d\n", self_address,
        res[0*2+0], res[0*2+1], res[1*2+0], res[1*2+1],
        res[2*2+0], res[2*2+1]);

delete []res;

printf("node %d: the end\n", self_address);
}

//end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.5 Sample program 5: read, user-controlled completion and direct handle

This program reads from remote source. Completion is monitored by a user-supplied handler. Global data are defined with a direct handle.

```c
#include "A.environment"

//user program
int count;

void handler(HRW_rcd *){
    count++;
}

class Root_proc: public Process{

    public:
        Root_proc()
            : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

    void body(){
        printf("from node %d: this is my rank\n", self_address);

        char source_data[21];
        char source_datax[21];

        for(int s=0; s<21; s++)
            source_data[s] = self_address;
        for(s=0; s<21; s++)
            source_datax[s] = self_address+50;

        char dest_data1[21];
        char dest_data1x[21];
        char dest_data2[21];
        char dest_data2x[21];

        Global<char> s_data(DIR(1), source_data);
    }
```
Global<char> s_data(DIR(2), source_data);

flush();

count = 0;

RWCtrl ctrl(handler, 0);
Star<char> remote_src1((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_data,
  (unsigned)0, NOAP, &ctrl);
Star<char> remote_src1x((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_data,
  (unsigned)0, NOAP, &ctrl);
Star<char> remote_src2((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_data,
  (unsigned)0, NOAP, &ctrl);
Star<char> remote_src2x((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_data,
  (unsigned)0, NOAP, &ctrl);

read_c(dest_data1[0], *remote_src1, 21);
read_c(dest_data1x[0], *remote_src1x, 21);
read_c(dest_data2[0], *remote_src2, 21);
read_c(dest_data2x[0], *remote_src2x, 21);

while(count!= 4){
  poll();
}

flush();

for(int i=0; i<21; i++)
  printf("node %d: d1[%d]=%d, d1x[%d]=%d, d2[%d]=%d, d2x[%d]=%d\n",
             self_address, i, dest_data1[i], i, dest_data1x[i], i,
             dest_data2[i], i, dest_data2x[i]);
}

//end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.6 Sample program 6: read, user-controlled completion and indirect handle

This program reads from remote source. Completion is monitored by a user-supplied handler. Global data are defined with an indirect handle.

#include "A.environment"

//user program
int count;

void handler(HRW_rcd *){
    count++;
}

char source_data[21];
char source_datax[21];

char* f(IDH_rcd *)(
    return source_data;
}
char* fx(IDH_rcd *)(
    return source_datax;
}

class Root_proc: public Process{

    public:
        Root_proc()
            : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body) {}}

    void body(){
        printf("from node %d: this is my rank\n", self_address);

        for(int s=0; s<21; s++)
            source_data[s] = self_address;
        for(s=0; s<21; s++)
            source_datax[s] = self_address+50;
Global<
char> s_data(INDIR(1), f);
Global<
char> s_datax(INDIR(2), fx);

c
har dest_data1[21];
c
har dest_data1x[21];
c
har dest_data2[21];
c
har dest_data2x[21];
flush();

c
ount = 0;
RWC
rl ctrl(handler, 0);
Sta<br class="hljs-number">char> remote_src1((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_data,
(unsignde
ed)0, NOAP, &ctrl);
Sta<br class="hljs-number">char> remote_src1x((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_datax,
(unsignde
ed)0, NOAP, &ctrl);
Sta<br class="hljs-number">char> remote_src2((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_data,
(unsignde
ed)0, NOAP, &ctrl);
Sta<br class="hljs-number">char> remote_src2x((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_datax,
(unsignde
ed)0, NOAP, &ctrl);
read_c(dest_data1[0], *remote_src1, (int *)0, 21);
read_c(dest_data1x[0], *remote_src1x, (int *)0, 21);
read_c(dest_data2[0], *remote_src2, (int *)0, 21);
read_c(dest_data2x[0], *remote_src2x, (int *)0, 21);

while(count!= 4){
    poll();
}

flush();

for(int i=0; i<21; i++)
    printf("node %d: d1[\%d]=%d, d1x[\%d]=%d, d2[\%d]=%d, d2x[\%d]=%d\n",
self_address, i, dest_data1[i], i, dest_data1x[i], i,
dest_data2[i], i, dest_data2x[i]);
}

//end of user program
MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.7 Sample program 7: read, scheduler-controlled completion and direct handle

This program reads from remote source. `read` is considered as being performed in a `scheduler-controlled` setting. Completion is automatically monitored by the scheduler. `Global` data are defined with a `direct handle`.

```c
#include "A.environment"

//user program

class Root_proc: public Process{

public:

    Root_proc()
    : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

void body(){

    printf("node %d: body is started\n", self_address);

    char source_data[4];
    char source_datax[4];
    for(int s=0; s<4; s++)
        source_data[s] = self_address;
    for(s=0; s<4; s++)
        source_datax[s] = self_address+50;

    Global<char> s_data(DIR(1), source_data);
    Global<char> s_datax(DIR(2), source_datax);

    flush();

    char dest_data1[4];
    char dest_data1x[4];
    char dest_data2[4];
    char dest_data2x[4];

```
B  SAMPLE PROGRAMS

```c
Star<char> remote_src1((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_data,
    (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);
Star<char> remote_src1x((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_data,
    (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);
Star<char> remote_src2((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_data,
    (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);
Star<char> remote_src2x((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_data,
    (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);

read(dest_data1[0], *remote_src1, 4);
read(dest_data1x[0], *remote_src1x, 4);
read(dest_data2[0], *remote_src2, 4);
read(dest_data2x[0], *remote_src2x, 4);

printf
("node%d:d1=%d,%d,%d,d1x=%d,%d,%d,d2=%d,%d,%d,d2x=%d,%d,%d,%d
",
    self_address,
    dest_data1[0], dest_data1[1], dest_data1[2], dest_data1[3],
    dest_data1x[0], dest_data1x[1], dest_data1x[2], dest_data1x[3],
    dest_data2[0], dest_data2[1], dest_data2[2], dest_data2[3],
    dest_data2x[0], dest_data2x[1], dest_data2x[2], dest_data2x[3]);

flush();

    printf("node %d: the end\n", self_address);
}
}
#endif
//end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.8 Sample program 8: read, scheduler-controlled completion and indirect handle

This program reads from remote source. *read* is considered as being performed in a *scheduler-controlled* setting. Completion is automatically monitored by the scheduler. *Global* data are defined with an *indirect handle*.

```c
#include "A.environment"

//user program

char source_data[4];
char source_datax[4];

char* f(IDH_rcd *){
    return source_data;
}
char* fx(IDH_rcd *)(
    return source_datax;
}

class Root_proc: public Process{

    public:
    Root_proc()
        : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

    void body(){
        printf("from node %d: this is my rank\n", self_address);

        for(int s=0; s<4; s++)
            source_data[s] = self_address;
        for(s=0; s<4; s++)
            source_datax[s] = self_address+50;

        Global<char> s_data(INDIR(1), f);
        Global<char> s_datax(INDIR(2), fx);
        flush();
    }

```
char dest_data1[4];
char dest_data1x[4];
char dest_data2[4];
char dest_data2x[4];

Star<char> remote_src1((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_data,
               (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);
Star<char> remote_src1x((self_address+1)%PROC_NB, s_datax,
               (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);
Star<char> remote_src2((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_data,
               (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);
Star<char> remote_src2x((self_address+2)%PROC_NB, s_datax,
               (unsigned)0, NOAP, NOCP);

read(dest_data1[0], *remote_src1, (int *)0, 4);
read(dest_data1x[0], *remote_src1x, (int *)0, 4);
read(dest_data2[0], *remote_src2, (int *)0, 4);
read(dest_data2x[0], *remote_src2x, (int *)0, 4);

printf
("\nnode%d: d1=%d, %d, %d, %d, d1x=%d, %d, %d, %d, d2=%d, %d, %d, %d, d2x=%d, %d, %d, %d\n",
   self_address,
   dest_data1[0], dest_data1[1], dest_data1[2], dest_data1[3],
   dest_data1x[0], dest_data1x[1], dest_data1x[2], dest_data1x[3],
   dest_data2[0], dest_data2[1], dest_data2[2], dest_data2[3],
   dest_data2x[0], dest_data2x[1], dest_data2x[2], dest_data2x[3]);

flush();

printf("node %d: the end\n", self_address);
}
//end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.9 Sample program 9: read, tag 0 and direct handle

This program reads the absolute pointer to a remote source and next reads the data at the remote source via tag 0. `handle` is direct and Completion is automatically monitored by the scheduler.

```c
#include "A.environment"

//user program

class Root_proc: public Process{

public:

    Root_proc()
    : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body) {}


    void body(){

        printf("node %d: body is started\n", self_address);

        int *src_data_ptr;
        Global<int *>g_src_data_ptr(1, &src_data_ptr);

        if(!self_address){
            int *dest_data_ptr = (int *)44;
            int dest_data = 11;
            Star<int*>remote_data_ptr(1, g_src_data_ptr,
                                       (unsigned)DIR(0), NOAP, NOCP);
            flush();

            read(dest_data_ptr, *remote_data_ptr);

            printf("node %d: dest_data_ptr = %d,\n",
                    self_address, dest_data_ptr);

            Star<int>remote_data(1, (Global<int>)DIR(0),
                                  dest_data_ptr, NOAP, NOCP);
```
read(dest_data, *remote_data);

printf("node %d: dest_data_ptr = %d, dest_data = %d\n", self_address, dest_data_ptr, dest_data);

}else{
    int src_data = 50;
    src_data_ptr = &src_data;

    printf("node %d: src_data_ptr = %d,\n", self_address, src_data_ptr);

    flush();
}

flush();

   printf("node %d: the end\n", self_address);
 }

} //end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.10 Sample program 10: read, tag 0 and indirect handle

This program reads the absolute pointer to a remote source and next reads the data from the remote source via tag 0. handle is indirect and Completion is automatically monitored by the scheduler.

#include "A.environment"

//user program

int src_data;
int *handle(IDH_rcd *)(
    return &src_data;
}
class Root_proc: public Process{

public:

    Root_proc()
    : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

void body(){

    printf("node %d: body is started\n", self_address);

    typedef int* (*handle_ptr)(IDH_rcd *);
    handle_ptr src_data_ptr;
    Global<handle_ptr>g_src_data_ptr(1, &src_data_ptr);

    if(!self_address){
        handle_ptr dest_data_ptr;
        int dest_data;
        Star<handle_ptr>remote_data_ptr(1, g_src_data_ptr,
            (unsigned)DIR(0), NOAP, NOCP);
        flush();

        read(dest_data_ptr, *remote_data_ptr);

        Star<int>remote_data(1, (Global<int>)INDIR(0),}
dest_data_ptr, NOAP, NOCP);

read(dest_data, *remote_data, (int *)0);

printf("node %d: dest_data_ptr = %d, dest_data = %d\n",
       self_address, dest_data_ptr, dest_data);

} else {
    src_data = 50;
    src_data_ptr = handle;

    flush();
}

flush();

printf("node %d: the end\n", self_address);
}

};  // end of user program

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
B.11 Sample program 11: user controlled send/recv

This program sends and receives via \textit{Chan.R} and \textit{Chan.RD} channels.

\verb+#include "A.environment"#

\verb+/\user/ program

\begin{verbatim}
class SR_count{
public:
    int cnt;

    SR_count(){
        cnt = 0;
    }
    void reset(){
        cnt = 0;
    }
    void more_SR(int i){
        cnt += i;
    }
};

#define wait_while(condition) while(condition) poll();
#define not_complete (c.cnt >0)

ChanRD_c<int> *chan;
ChanR_c *chan1;

void upon_end_of_SR_r(ChanR_c *chan){
    printf("node %d, in upon_end_of_SR_r, size = %d, Tsize = %d\n",
            self_address, chan->get_data_size_r(), chan->get_Tsize());
    ((SR_count *)(chan->get_arg_r()))->cnt--;
}

void upon_end_of_SR_s(ChanR_c *chan){
    printf("node %d, in upon_end_of_SR_s, size = %d, Tsize = %d\n",
            self_address, chan->get_data_size_s(), chan->get_Tsize());
}
\end{verbatim}
((SR_count *)(chan->get_arg_s()))->cnt--;

chan->get_Tsize();
}

void upon_end_of_SR_r1(ChanR_c *chan){
    printf("node %d, in upon_end_of_SR_r1, size = %d, Tsize = %d\n", 
        self_address, 0, 0);
    ((SR_count *)(chan->get_arg_r()))->cnt--;
}

void upon_end_of_SR_s1(ChanR_c *chan){
    printf("node %d, in upon_end_of_SR_s1, size = %d, Tsize = %d\n", 
        self_address, 0, 0);
    ((SR_count *)(chan->get_arg_s()))->cnt--;
}

class Root_proc: public Process{

    int recvd;

public:
    Root_proc()
        : Process((Pmf0_ptr)&Root_proc::body){}

    void body(){

        printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body1\n", self_address);
        chan = new ChanRD_c<int>(1, (self_address+1)%PROC_NB);
        chan1 = new ChanR_c(2, (self_address+1)%PROC_NB);
        printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body2\n", self_address);
        MPI_Barrier(MPI_COMM_WORLD);
    }
}
SR_count c;

chan->set_ctrl_send(upon_end_of_SR_s, &c);
chan->set_ctrl_recv(upon_end_of_SR_r, &c);

chan1->set_ctrl_send(upon_end_of_SR_s1, &c);
chan1->set_ctrl_recv(upon_end_of_SR_r1, &c);

printf("node %d, in Root_proc::body3\n", self_address);

int sum_recvd = 0;
for(int i=0; i<5; i++){
    int sent_data = self_address*10 + i;
    c.more_SR(2);
    chan->send(&sent_data);
    chan->recv(&recvd);
    wait_while(not_complete);

    c.more_SR(2);
    chan1->send_s();
    chan1->recv();
    wait_while(not_complete);

    int reduce_out;
    MPI_Allreduce(&recvd, &reduce_out, 1, MPI_INT,
                  MPI_SUM, MPI_COMM_WORLD);
    sum_recvd += reduce_out;

    printf("node%d, i=%d, recv%d=%d, reduce_out=%d, sum_recvd=%d\n", self_address, i, recvd, reduce_out, sum_recvd);
}

delete chan;
}

MAIN(Root_proc, argc, argv)
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